Eterno Infotech Pvt Ltd. V Zheng Wei
(Domain: huntnews.in; Arbitrator: Ankur Raheja)
eStamp Certificate No INDL45899032458043O dated 05 May 2016

In the matter of:
Eterno Infotech Pvt. Ltd.
No 2, 1st Main, 1st Block,
Koramangala, Jakkasandra Extension,
Bangalore 560034
India

... Complainant

Versus

Zheng Wei
TMT Investment Limited
P.O. Box 957, Offshore Incorporation
Centre, Road Town Tortola,
Zip 000
Country: VG

... Respondent

ARBITRATION AWARD
Dispute Domain Name: HuntNews.in

1.

The Parties
:

1.1.

The Complainant in this arbitration proceedings is: 
Eterno Infotech
Pvt Ltd
, a Company having it’s office at No 2, 1st Main, 1st Block,
Koramangala, Jakkasandra Extension, Bangalore, India 560034
represented by Ms Sharada Kalamadi, Mr Sarthak Saran and Mr Nithin
V Kumar, the Advocates of M/s Banana IP Counsels, Bangalore, India.
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1.2.

The Respondent in this arbitration proceeding is 
Zheng Wei of TMT
Investment Limited having address as P.O. Box 957, Offshore
Incorporation Centre,

Road Town Tortola, VG represented by Mr

Pravin Anand, Mr Shantanu Sahay, Ms Lakshmi Kruttika Vijay, Mr
Aasish Somasi and Mr Ravin Galgotia, the advocates of M/s Anand
and Anand, New Delhi, India.

2.

The Domain Name and the Registrar
:

2.1.

The Disputed Domain Name is 
<huntnews.in>
, created on 21st July
2015.

2.2.

3.

Domain Registrar is MarkMonitor Inc.

Procedural History
:

3.1.

Arbitrator received an email, inquirying if Nixi can avail of its services
as an arbitrator for the dispute pertaining to the domain name
<huntnews.in>
. Arbitrator confirmed availability and sent the signed
Statement of Acceptance and Declaration of Impartiality and
independence as required by rules.
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3.2.

The .IN Registry appointed Ankur Raheja as the sole Arbitrator on 31
March 2016 and Arbitrator received the hard copy of the Complaint
along with Annexures on 01 April, 2016.

3.3.

Arbitral Proceedings commenced on 4 April 2016 by issue of a notice
by the Arbitrator by email to the Respondent email IDs 
zw81783@126.com

and

postmaster@huntnews.in,

directing

Respondent to file his response to the Complaint by 20 April 2016,
which

was

successfully

delivered on

the WHOIS

Email

ID

zw81783@126.com. But in terms of INDRP rules, the email was also
additionally marked to postmaster@huntnews.in.

3.4.

In the said notice, additionally, the Complainant was requested to
provide soft copy of the Complaint to the Respondent to expedite the
proceedings, which was duly complied with on 04th April 2016 itself.
Also, the hard copy of the Complaint that was already dispatched by
Nixi on 31 March 2016 and was duly delivered on the WHOIS address
on 04 April 2016, as per the online delivery report.

3.5.

That the Respondent failed to file any response to the said timeline of
20 April 2016, therefore a new timeline was provided for filing of the
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Response as 28th April, 2016 to the Respondent by service of notice
reminder on WHOIS email ID and postmaster@huntnews.in.

3.6.

The Respondent failed again to respond to the said INDRP complaint
or notices thereof, therefore, in default in terms of Rule 11 of INDRP
Rules of Procedure, matter was ordered to be proceeded exparte on
Friday, 29 April 2016, in terms of INDRP rules.

3.7.

That on Tuesday, the 03 May 2016, the Respondent’s Representative
tried to contact Nixi and asking for status of the proceeding. The
request was forwarded to the Arbitrator but the permission 
was denied
due to the reasons that though all the proceedings were marked to the
Respondent but still the so called Representative showed ignorance as
to the proceedings and further, no authority was produced or proved, in
any case, by the said Representative.

3.8.

That later on 10 May 2016, the said Representative took proper route
and emailed again giving reasons for delay in responding and with a
request to allow a final opportunity to respond, claiming the disputed
domain name in no manner infringes upon the Complainant’s domain
name or trademark. And said Representative was asked by the
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Arbitrator to produce proper Power of Attorney, which was provided on
13 May 2016.

3.9.

That on 14th May 2016, the Complainant was provided an opportunity
to respond to the Respondent’s request by 17 May 2016, but they fail
to file any response/objections even till late on 18 May 2016, and it
seemed appropriate, in the interest of justice, to provide a final
opportunity to the Respondent to respond to the Complaint and the
same was granted subject to payment of costs of Rs 5,000/.

3.10.

Though only later, on 19 May 2016, after an opportunity was already
provided to the Respondent, the Complainant issued objections,
However, since Respondent were already afforded an opportunity in
the interest of justice, therefore the objections on this ground could not
be entertained.

3.11.

The Response was filed on 25 May 2016, and the Respondent was
willing to pay for costs of Rs 5,000 but Complainant’s representative
could not provide details as to the name in which the cheque should be
issued even after reminders till 31 May 2016, citing the reason of
nonavailability of the concerned person at the Complainant Company,
and assuring to make available the information at the earliest.
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3.12.

Therefore, matter was proceeded further and on 31st May 2016 itself,
the Complainant was provided an opportunity to file a rejoinder by 7
June 2016. The rejoinder was filed in time by the Complainant and also
they provided the details for payment of costs ordered.

3.13.

Further, the parties were asked to file Written Arguments by 15 June
2016, which were compiled within the timeline by both the Complainant
and the Respondent.

3.14.

The costs of Rs 5,000 were sent by the Respondent vide a cheque
through bluedart courier on 27th June 2016, and delivered to the
Complainant on 28th June 2016, as per online delivery report.

3.15.

Due to the Respondent’s late intervention in these INDRP proceedings
on 10 May 2016 seeking opportunity to respond, the 60 days timeline
for INDRP decision 
(from the date of commencement of Proceedings
i.e. 04 April 2016) had to be extended by another 30 days in terms of
Para 5(c) of INDRP rules of procedure. And the procedural formalities
continued till 15 June 2016, when the written arguments were
submitted by the parties. The extended 30 days period were to end on
02 July 2016 in terms of Para 4(c) of INDRP Rules of Procedure.
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3.16.

Personal hearing was requested by the Respondent on 21 June 2016,
i.e. after 6 days of filing of Written Arguments but no hearing was
granted not only due to the approaching (extended) timeline but
Arbitrator also felt there were no exceptional circumstances in terms of
Rule 10 of the INDRP Rules of Procedure to grant a personal hearing.

3.17.

4.

The language of these proceedings is in English.

Factual Background
:

The 
Complainant
submits as follows:

4.1.

The Complainant is a company incorporated under the Companies Act,
1956, having registered office at Bangalore, which is 100% owned by
Verse Innovation Ltd. The Complainant is the Registered owner of the
trade mark 
NewsHunt and has been continuously using said mark
since February 2009 in association with news aggregation and digital
publishing services. The mark 
NewsHunt is a coined term and was
filed for Trademark protection by the complainant.

4.2.

The Complainant is a global leader in the area of design and
development of computer software and mobile applications. The
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complainant in Feb 2009 launched a news aggregation and digital
publication software application titled 
NewsHunt with the objective of
providing latest news updates, study materials for competitive
examinations,

digital versions of magazine and ebooks. The

Complainant is the first company from India to develop mobile
application with the technology to display various Indian languages.

4.3.

Ever since its launch in February 2009, the Complainant’s mobile
application under the mark 
NewsHunt has continuously gained
widespread recognition and popularity among the public and is often
considered by its users as the best news aggregation application in
India. The Complainant’s services and 
NewsHunt is available in India
as well as internationally including Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, UAE and
Africa. The Complainant under its mark 
NewsHunt offers access to
around 500 + Newspapers in 13 different languages and publishes
digital versions of various news magazine. Due to the unmatched
quality and extensive promotional measures taken by the complainant
for the promotion of its services under mark 
NewsHunt
, the services
and the said trade mark has received overwhelming response from the
consumers throughout the world. The mobile application under the
mark 
NewsHunt has been downloaded more than 10 million times
through Google Play Services indicating its popularity among the
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public at large. Further, the Complainant’s services under the mark
NewsHunt 
has the largest market share among similar services with
over 20 million monthly active users and over 2.5 billion page views
monthly.

4.4.

The complainant’s out of the box innovation and services under the
mark 
NewsHunt has received several awards and accolades including
without limitation the following:
4.4.1.

GSMA Global Mobile Awards 2013: Best Publishing Product or
Service.

4.4.2.

Opera App Awards 2012: Top Entertainment App in Java &
Symbian Apps.

4.4.3.

Android App Expo: Won Second Prize for Best App at Google
Development App Expo 2013.

4.4.4.

Nielsen top ten mobile applications from in India. Only one in
News Category.

4.4.5.

India Digital Awards 2012: Top Mobile App 
NewsHunt
.

4.4.6.

Navteq Global LBS Challenge, 2011: Grand Prize Winner.

4.4.7.

NASSCOM Emerge App Fame, 2011: Top 7 Mobile Apps.

4.4.8.

Mobile

India: Winner, Mobile India Entrepreneur Demo

Showcase, 2010.
4.4.9.

Best Mobile App, AppJam Bangalore, 2010.
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4.5.

Right from the time, when the Trademark 
NewsHunt 
has been
introduced into the market, the Complainant has been taking all
necessary and vigilant steps to secure the ownership rights over the
said Trademark. The Complainant being an IP savvy organization has
promptly applied and registered the trademark 
NewsHunt in the
applicable trade mark classes. The Trademark NewsHunt has been
registered in India by the Complainant in classes 38 and 42 vide
application no 1907413 and 1907414 respectively, the same is
annexed by the Complainant.

4.6.

By Virtue of its extensive advertising and continuous and extensive use
since February 2009, the mark 
NewsHunt of the complainant has
acquired substantial recognition and among the relevant consumers,
making the mark well known under the provisions of the Indian Trade
Marks Act.

4.7.

Furthermore, the complainant is also the registered owner of the
domains

www.newshunt.in


and

www.newshunt.com


continuously using these domains to promote it services.
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4.8.

The Complainant was shocked to know the existence of the impugned
Domain Name 
<huntnews.in> 
of the Respondent, that is, engaged in
News Aggregation. After taking notice about the impugned Domain
name, the Complainant, through its lawyers sent an email dated 19
Jan 2016 to the Respondent as well as a cease and desist notice
dated 27 Jan 2016 requesting the Respondent to cease and desist
from using the said infringing domain name for its services. However,
the Respondent had ignored all such requests from the Complainant
and had not even responded to the legitimate requests of the
Complainant.

The 
Respondent
submits as follows:

4.9.

The Respondent is a company involved in the business of providing
investments for higher growth, internetbased companies across
various sectors. The Company was founded in 2010 and has till date
provided investment for a numerous companies. The Respondent is
known for working with technology and ecommerce companies across
industries and has been lauded for their term’s decades worth of
experience in startups and global expertise in such matters.
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4.10.

The Respondent, as part of its growing business plans registered the
impugned domain name 
<huntnews.in> to provide it’s online news
reporting services through the said domain. The Respondent’s news
reporting website has been designed to provide snippets of news on a
wide array of topics, i.e. headlines, entertainment, sports, technology,
relationships, economics, etc. The respondent’s domain name can be
accessed from anywhere around the world and through any electronic
device capable of browsing the World Wide Web and is available in
Hindi and English.

4.11.

The impugned domain name is a combination of two generic terms i.e.
“hunt” and “news” which describes how the website extensively
searches or the best news for its readers. It comes as a shock to the
Respondent that the present complaint has been filed against it in light
of the fact that there are several thirdparty news reporting websites on
the World Wide Web providing its services using the words “hunt” and
“news”.

4.12.

As regards the Complainant’s email dated 19th January 2016 and
cease and desist notice dated 27th January 2016, the Respondent
clarifies the WHOIS email address is not in active use and there is not
regularly checked. Thus, the Respondent states that it had no
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knowledge of the notice of the Complainant’s email dated 19th January
2016 or the cease and desist notice 27th January 2016. It was only in
May 2016 that the Registrar of the disputed domain name, i.e.
MarkMonitor informed the Respondent of the locks placed on the
disputed domain name, could the Respondent investigate into the
matter and became aware of the present proceedings and the email
correspondence sent to the Complainant's email dated 19th January
2016 and cease and desist notice dated 27th January 2016.
Regardless, the Respondent denies the allegations of Trademark
Infringement set out in the email and submits that the contents of the
aforesaid email and cease and desist letter given the fact that the
Respondent’s use of generic terms “hunt” and “news” for its news
reporting website is purely descriptive of the services of the
Respondent

is

offering

through

the

disputed

domain

name

<huntnews.in>
.

4.13.

That it is a settled proposition of law that words or phrases which
describe the character of a proprietor's goods or services cannot be
monopolized by a single person, and therefore no action will lie for
infringement or passing off of such marks by one proprietor against
another. The only exception to this proposition is where such mark has
acquired secondary meaning through use of such descriptive terms,
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evidence of which is wholly absent in the present case. Thus, the use
of the descriptive words “hunt” and “news” in a domain name cannot
be protected in favor of one registrant against another as these are
words common to the trade of news reporting, and the likelihood of
confusion is diminished absolutely since such a mark lacks all
distinctiveness.

Complainant’s submission under Rejoinder
:

4.14.

The Complainant denies and disputes all averments, statements,
contentions, submissions and claims made by the Respondent in the
Response dated 25th May, 20l6 except for what are matters of record.

4.15.

The Complainant is not aware about the nature of business or services
offered by the Respondent as stated in the Response. It is specifically
pointed out that no information relating to the nature of services offered
by the Respondent is provided as part of the impugned domain for
verifying these claims. Even if this is true, it does not justify the
registration and infringing use of the domain name 
<huntnews.in> by
the Respondent in any manner. It is specifically pointed out that even
though the Respondent claims to be founded in 2010, the impugned
domain 
<huntnews.in> was registered by the Respondent only in
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July, 2015. A copy of the Whois records of the impugned domain name
is annexed as Annexure.

4.16.

Contrary to this, the Complainant is a pioneer in the field of news
aggregation and digital publication business. The Complainant had
launched its mobile application under its well known mark 
NewsHunt
in February 2009 and for the last seven years the services offered by
the Complainant under the said mark has witnessed immense success
among the public. The Complainant's services under the mark
NewsHunt is available internationally including India, Sri Lanka,
Bangladesh, UAE and Africa. The fame and reputation of the mark
NewsHunt has grown from heights to heights since its inception due to
the quality of services offered by the Complainant and the mark
NewsHunt is exclusively associated by the public with Complainant
alone and none else. The Complainant humbly submits that the
popularity and success of the trade mark 
NewsHunt is evidenced by
the numerous number of awards and accolades received by the
Complainant.

4.17.

Further, the Complainant humbly submits that the activities and
services offered by the Complainant under the mark 
NewsHunt are
widely reported by the media. The aforementioned awards, accolades
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and media reports as well as the fact that the Complainant's mobile
application under the mark 
NewsHunt has been downloaded more
than 10 million times from Google Play Store indicates clearly that the
mark 
NewsHunt has acquired substantial recognition among the
public and that the Complainant's mark 
NewsHunt qualifies to be
called a wellknown mark under the provisions of Indian Trademarks
Act, 1999. Google Analytics report indicating the market presence and
growth of the Complainant's services under the mark 
NewsHunt
.

4.18.

The Complainant denies and disputes that the impugned domain name
<huntnews.in> was registered by the Respondent as part of its
growing business plans for providing online news reporting services. It
is specifically denied that the impugned domain name is a combination
two generic terms "hunt" and "news" which is combined together to
describe how the website extensively searches for the best news. It is
humbly submitted that the Respondent has no reason whatsoever in
adopting the impugned domain which is an inverted version of the
wellknown mark 
NewsHunt of the Complainant. As seen from the
Whois records, the Respondent has registered the impugned domain
only in July 2015, i.e., six years after the Complainant has commenced
its services under the mark and domain 
NewsHunt
. Since the
Respondent is engaged in offering news reporting aggregation
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services, it is highly unlikely that the Respondent is unaware about the
market presence and popularity of the wellknown mark 
NewsHunt
.
The Respondent has utterly failed in providing any valid reason for
adopting the impugned domain name for its services, other than the
concocted claims relating to descriptive use of the inverted version of
the Complainant's trademark 
NewsHunt There is no evidence on
record to suggest that the Respondent is actually known under the
mark HUNTNEWS.

4.19.

Even the Whois records the name of the Respondent is mentioned as
TMT Investment

and not as

HUNTNEWS.

Furthermore, the

Respondent has explicitly stated that the Respondent is not known
among the public by the mark or domain HUNTNEWS. In the absence
of any valid and reasonable statement regarding the reasons for
adopting the impugned domain name it may be assumed that it was
adopted by the Respondent with the sole intention of creating
confusion amongst the public and thereby diverting the traffic from the
Complainant's application or website to the domain 
<huntnews.in>
[See Instron Corp. v. Kaner, FA 768859 (Nat. Arb. Forum Sept.21,
2006].
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4.20.

The Complainant denies and disputes that the Respondent had no
knowledge about the Cease and Desist Notice issued by the
Complainant. It is denied that the Respondent was aware about the
present proceeding only in May 2016 (specific date is not provided by
the Respondent) when MarkMonitor informed the Respondent about
the locks placed on the impugned domain. The Complainant reiterates
that even if these statements are considered as true, the Respondent
cannot claim lack of information regarding this proceeding as hard
copies of the Legal Notice and the complaint were forwarded to the
Respondent's address as provided in the Whois Records.

4.21.

The delivery acknowledgements/status of the courier or post sent to
the Respondent is attached as Annexure. It is humbly submitted that
the Respondent has deliberately refrained from making any claims with
regard to the delivery of hard copy of the Legal Notice and the
Complainant and is claiming lack of information for delaying this
proceeding. Additionally, if the statements of para 5 of the Response is
taken as true, the impugned domain is liable to be suspended or
cancelled by this honourable Tribunal with immediate effect as the
Respondent is clearly in violation of Section 1 and Section 2 of the
Terms and Conditions of the .IN Registry. Furthermore, it is a well
settled position that the act of providing incomplete or inaccurate
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contact information to the concerned Registrar would amount to bad
faith on the part of the registrant. (See Miss Universe L.P., LLLP v.
Domainsrin Case No. D20101643, Ceyx Technologies v. Ceyx.com
Case No. D20010681).

4.22.

The Complainant denies that the Respondent's domain name consists
of the generic words "hunt" and "news" and that the said domain is
used in a descriptive manner to identify the news reporting services
offered through the impugned domain. Contrary to what has been
stated by the Respondent, it is humbly submitted that the impugned
domain is confusingly and/or deceptively similar to the trademark
NewsHunt of the Complainant, as the domain name of the
Respondent is only an inverted version of the wellknown mark
NewsHunt
, formulated by interchanging the order of the words NEWS
and HUNT. The Respondent has not given any legitimate reason
whatsoever for adopting the impugned domain. It is humbly submitted
that the Respondent is merely trying to take undue advantage of the
goodwill and reputation of the Complainant's trademark by registering
and using the confusingly similar domain 
<huntnews.in>
.

5.

Parties Contentions under Para 4 of the INDRP Policy
:
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5.1.

The Disputed Domain Name is identical or confusingly similar to
the trademark of the Complainant in which the Complainant has
statutory and/or common law rights

Complainant
:
5.1.1.

The domain name 
<huntnews.in> of the Respondent is
confusingly or deceptively similar to the registered trademark of
the Complainant 
NewsHunt
, which is the mere interchange of
prefix to suffix. Further, the Respondent is attempting for a
clandestine adoption of the Complainant’s trademark by using
the confusingly similar domain name 
<huntnews.in>
.

5.1.2.

The Respondent’s services under the impugned domain
<huntnews.in> is identical and/or exactly similar to the goods
or services offered by the Complainant under its wellknown
mark 
NewsHunt
. The Respondent is merely trying to take
undue advantage of the goodwill of the Complainant’s
trademark by using the confusingly similar domain name
<huntnews.in>
.

5.1.3.

The impugned domain name is confusingly and/or deceptively
similar to the trademark 
NewsHunt of the Complainant, as the
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domain name of the Respondent is only an inverted version of
the Complainant’s trademark, formulated by interchanging the
order of the words “
NEWS
” and “
HUNT
”. Further, the use of the
impugned domain name by the Respondent in relation to
identical and similar goods and services is likely to deceive and
confuse

consumers

with

Complainant’s

services.

The

Respondent is merely attempting to take advantage of the
popularity and goodwill of the Complainant by adopting a
domain name that is an inverted version of the Complainant’s
well known trademark. By adopting an identical and similar
mark, the Respondent is attempting to misrepresent its domain
and services as that of the Complainant, thus opening doors for
passing off actions.

5.1.4.

In support of its contentions, the Complainant relies upon
various domain dispute awards in the matter of:

5.1.4.1.

NCRAS Management LP v. Cupcake City and John
Zuccarini [WIPO Case No D20001803], where the
Respondent owned a domain 
www.nationalcarrental.com
and the complainant owned the Trademark “National” for
car rental services, where it was held that, merely
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inverting the terms of a mark, by the Respondent in
forming a domain name, is quite insufficient to dispel
consumer confusion; the mark and the resulting domain
name are simply too similar to each other. In fact, such a
domain name, rather than ameliorating confusion,
exacerbates it, particularly when Internet users seeking
to reach a site associated with the mark actually, by
virtue of their innocent mistakes, reach a totally unrelated
site after having entered the domain name. Therefore, it
was held that inverting the terms of a mark in a domain
name sufficiently resembles the Complainant’s marks as
to cause confusion.

5.1.4.2.

In the case, Victoria’s Secret Stores Brand Management,
Inc

v.

Purple

Buchquet

/

Purple

[Claim

No

FA1012001363116], The National Arbitration Forum
panel held that the inversion of the terms in a mark
informing

the

contested

domain name

does

not

distinguish the domain from the Complainant's mark
sufficiently to avoid a finding of confusing similarity.
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5.1.4.3.

In the case Pearl Jam General Partnership v. Peter Lyn
C/o Jam Pearl limited, [Claim No FA03120001238], The
National Arbitration Forum panel held that the domain
name JamPearl.com is confusingly similar to the
Trademark ‘PEARLJAM’ of the Complainant and ordered
the Domain Name be transferred from the Respondent to
the Complainant.

5.1.4.4.

In Playboy Enterprises V Movie Name Company, [WIPO
Case No D20011201] The administrative panel of the
WIPO arbitration and mediation center had held that the
Domain Name ChannelPlaybBoy.com is confusingly
similar to the Trademark PlayBoyChannel of the
Complainant and ordered the cancellation of the
impugned Domain Name.

5.1.4.5.

In the Layman Marcus Group Inc. and N.M. Nevada Trust
v. Dewey Mackay DBA PMA media group [NAF Claim No
FA0610000813531], the National Arbitration Forum held
that the inversion of the words of the mark fail to
sufficiently distinguish a domain name from a mark.
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5.1.4.6.

Further, in Swarovski A. G. v. Modern Empire Internet Ltd
[WIPO Case No D20060148], it was held that if a
Respondent’s Domain Name incorporates a slightly
misspelled

version of a complainant’s name and

Trademark, there are likely to be circumstances where a
person might unintentionally type in the Domain Name
instead of the trademark term, particularly having regard
to the potential for persons using the internet to “guess”
at domain names. This is a typical “typosquatting” case
in which a finding of confusing similarity is appropriate.

5.1.5.

The Respondent is not associated with the Complainant in any
manner and that the Complainant has never granted any
permission to the Respondent to use the registered Trademark
of the Complainant or any inverted versions of the said mark.

5.1.6.

The registration and the use of the confusingly similar impugned
domain is a direct infringement of the legitimate rights held by
the Complainant of the mark 
NewsHunt
. In support of this
Contention the Complainant relies upon the award of F.
Hofmann. Laroche AG v. Relish Enterprises, [WIPO Case No
D20071629], where it was held that, if the Complainant owns a
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registered Trademark then it satisfies the threshold requirement
of having the Trademark rights and the Domain name is
confusingly similar to Complainant’s Trademark because
disputed Domain Name looks and reads like Complainant’s
Trademark.

Respondent
:

5.1.7.

The disputed domain name 
<huntnews.in> has been coined
through the use of two generic words “Hunt” and “news”.
According to the Shorter Oxford Dictionary (Fifth Edition) “hunt”
means make a diligent or energetic search for; or look eagerly
for, while the word “news” means Information published or
broadcasted about important or interesting recent events.
Therefore, once both words are placed next to each other, a
bare reading of the words gives rise to a simple phrase that will
interpret to mean ‘news will be diligently and eagerly searched
for’. Keeping the aforesaid in mind the fact that the disputed
domain name is a news reporting website, the two words used
in conjunction provide substantial context to what the purpose of
the domain name is, i.e. to hunt for news. Hence, the
descriptiveness of the mark used in the domain name is
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apparent at its face and cannot in any manner confuse any
person as to the origin or association of the domain. It is further
submitted that the definition for “news” in the same dictionary as
included colloquially and derivative terms to the said word,
which included the word “newshawk” and “newshound” both of
which mean a newspaper reporter. Simply, the suffixes to both
words have animals that are considered as hunters and/or
seekers respectively and the word clearly describes a word for
someone who acts as a hunter for the news. Therefore,
prefixing the word “hunt” before the word “news” as a short
phrase or hunting the news is purely descriptive for a news
reporting website such as that of the Respondent’s Copies of
the relevant extracts from the Shorter Oxford Dictionary (Fifth
Edition) is annexed herewith as Annexure.

5.1.8.

The Complainant has wrongfully pleaded that the Respondent is
taking undue advantage of the alleged goodwill subsisting in the
Complainant’s trademark 
NewsHunt through the registration
and operation of the disputed domain name. It is reiterated that
the Respondent’s use of the 
<huntnews.in> domain for news is
descriptive of the news services it offers through the said
domain and therefore can in no manner take undue advantage
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of such a mark, which are ubiqutiously found to be used in
common usage of the English language. See Marico Ltd V. Agro
Tech Foods, FAO (OS) No 352/2010 before the High Court of
Delhi “... it is an aspect of concern with respect the claim of the
plaintiff that if partly tweaked descriptive words, the same would
result in a grave and absurd situation because a nontweaked
word being a completely descriptive word will in fact be
deceptively similar to the tweaked descriptive English Language
word or expression of which registration is obtained. Meaning
thereby that because of success in getting registered a minor
modification of a descriptive word or expression of the English
language, a person who gets registration can prevent a purely
descriptive word or expression of the English language, a
person who gets registration can prevent a purely descriptive
use of a normal word or expression as found in English
language dictionary on the ground that it would be identical with
or deceptively similar to a registered trademark  a position
which is found in the present case. Such a position, in our
opinion, cannot at all be countenanced and must be struck
down with a heavy hand.”
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5.1.9.

Furthermore, it is settled law if each word in a combination
retains

its

original descriptive

meaning, such that

the

combination is no more than the sum of its parts, such a mark
will be considered inherently descriptive. Respondent has cited
a matter Campina Melkunie V Benelux Case No 265/00 fled
under Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy.

5.1.10.

The Respondent asserts that the conjunctive use of the terms
“hunt” and “news” is common to the trade for websites providing
news reporting services such as those of both parties to the
present proceedings. The Respondent annexes the whois list of
such websites that provide news service for its subscribers. The
aforesaid list makes it abundantly clear that the conjunctive use
of “hunt” and “news” is common to the trade wherein the
relevant market is operating a news reporting service online.

5.1.11.

Furthermore, the stark difference in the manner in which the
Respondent uses the mark goes a long way dispelling any
possibility or likelihood of confusion. The Respondent’s use of
the mark “huntnews” is restricted to its use in the domain name
itself. Upon logging on to the website the viewer can only see
the words “India News” as a heading with dozens of news
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stories below various tabs of news categories. In contrast, the
Complainant’s

website

www.newshunt.com

immediately

displays promotional literature for its 
NewsHunt mobile
application placed next to a colorful logo with 4 petals. The
Complainant’s domain name does not publish any news items
or stories but instead directs the viewers to the online software
application market through which the 
NewsHunt application of
the Complainant can be downloaded on a mobile device. To
clarify, visitors of the Respondent’s website can read the news
through the impugned domain name whereas, visitors of the
Complainants website would be redirected to a third party
software market portal through which the Complainant’s news
aggregator software application would need to be downloaded
onto the visitor’s mobile device. Furthermore, the Respondent’s
website is a news reporting website whereas the Complainant’s
use of “hunt news” as a domain name is for its news aggregator
software application.

Complainant under Rejoinder
:
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5.1.12.

The

complainant

denies

and

disputes

all

averments,

statements, contentions, submissions and claims made by the
Respondent in paragraphs V(1)(a) to V(1)(c) of the Response.

5.1.13.

It is humbly submitted that the complainant is the registered
owner of the trademark 
NewsHunt in classes 38 and 42 vide
application numbers 1907414 and 1907413. Moreover, the
complainant is also the registered owner of the websites
www.newshunt.in and www.newshunt.com. It is reiterated that
the complainant's services under the mark 
NewsHunt is
available internationally and that the complainant offers access
to more than 500 Newspapers in 13 different languages.
Moreover, the complainant's mobile application under the mark
NewsHunt has been downloaded more than 10,000,000 (Ten
Million) times through the Google Play

Services. The

complainant holds the largest market share among similar
services arising from India with over 20 million monthly active
users and over 2.5 billion page views monthly. Due to
complainant's continuous use and extensive promotional
activities since February 2009, the mark 
NewsHunt has
acquired secondary meaning among the public and even
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qualifies to be called as a wellknown mark under the provisions
of the Indian Trademark Act.

5.1.14.

The Complainant denies that the impugned domain name is a
term coined by the Respondent by combining the generic words
"hunt" and "news". Contrary to the descriptiveness angle given
to the said domain name by the Respondent, it is humbly
reiterated that the domain 
<huntnews.in> is confusing and/or
deceptively similar to the Complaint's mark as it is only an
inverted version of the Complainant mark 
NewsHunt
. It is a well
settled position under UDRP that mere inversion of terms of a
mark is insufficient to dispel consumer confusion as the mark
and the resulting domain name are confusingly similar to each
other. Moreover, by adopting a confusingly and/or deceptively
similar domain 
<huntnews.in> for similar services as that of the
Complainant, the Respondent is attempting to take undue
advantage of the popularity and goodwill of the Complainant. In
support of this contention, the Complainant relies upon the
cases mentioned in the Complaint.

5.1.15.

Additionally, the Complainant relies upon the following legal
matters:
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a) The Trademark Trial and Appeal Board In re San Antonio
Shoe Inc, Serial No. 75/079,940,
b) Toronto Convention & Visitors Ass'n v. This Domain is For
Sale, [WIPO Case No D20011463  Feb 25, 2002],
c) Reed Elsevier Properties Inc. and Reed Elsevier Inc. v.
Weekly Publisher's [NAF Claim Number: FA0303000151536],
d) Dollar Rent A Car, Inc. v. Rob Smith d/b/a Ameriasa [ NAF
Claim Number: FA0404000257706],
e) Toyota of El Cajon v. Toyota of El Cajon c/o Cobalt Domains
and

The

Cobalt

Group,

Inc.

[NAF

Claim

Number:

FA0605000712323],
f) Lifetouch, rnc. v. Schools online Inc. [NAF Claim Number:
FA0501000399497],
g) CV Underground LLC v. Gulf S. Ltd., FA 116732 (Nat. Arb.
Forum Sept. 13, 2002).

5.1.16.

It is humbly submitted that the use of confusingly and/or
deceptively similar domain name by the Respondent will lead to
diversion of the Complainant's users who might mistakenly
access the impugned domain believing it to be associated with
the Complainant. Further, ordinary users seeking to locate the
functions or details of the complainant's services under the mark
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NewsHunt may be confused with the presence of the impugned
domain.

5.1.17.

The complainant denies and disputes that the inexplicable claim
that impugned domain being descriptive of news services and
hence in no manner take undue advantage of wellknown mark
NewsHunt of the complainant. Contrary to this, the complainant
humbly submits that the impugned domain was registered by
the Respondent with the intention of gaining unjust benefits by
riding on the goodwill of the complainant's mark. Further, it is
humbly submitted that the Respondent cannot take the defence
of descriptiveness to evade proceedings under INDRP, if the
impugned domain is likely to cause confusion among the public
owing to its similarity with a popular trademark like 
NewsHunt
.
The principle underlying domain name infringement cases is
that no one is entitled to carry on its business in a such a way
that it leads public to believe that it has any connection with any
third party mark or business. It is humbly submitted that the use
of the confusingly similar domain 
<huntnews.in> will mislead
the public to believe that the Respondent services are
associated with the complainant or are endorsed by the
complainant.
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5.1.18.

The

Complainant

denies

and

disputes

all

averments,

statements, contentions, submissions and claims mentioned in
paragraphs V(1)(d) to V(1)(f) of the Response. It is hereby
denied that the conjunctive use of the terms 'news' and 'hunt' is
common to the trade for websites providing news reporting
services. The Complainant is an IP savvy company and has
taken all necessary steps to prevent third parties from infringing
its trademark rights.. Furthermore, it is specifically denied that
seventeen websites with domain names comprising of the mark
NewsHunt is currently in use. It is specifically pointed out of the
long list cited by the Respondent, in which 13 domains are
merely parked domains with negligible use. The Complainant
humbly submits that will initiate stringent legal action against
these infringing entities. The presence of these parked domains
in no manner grant many special right to the Respondent to use
a confusingly similar trademark and to take a free ride over the
goodwill and popularity enjoyed by the complainant.

5.1.19.

The Complainant denies and disputes that the manner in which
the mark HUNTNEWS is used would dispel any possible or
likelihood of confusion among the public. The complainant also
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relies on the statement of the Respondent that the mark
HUNTNEWS is restricted to the domain name itself and is not
used anywhere else in the website. When the impugned website
is opened it can be seen that the Respondent identifies the
website as INDIA NEWS. However, no specific details or
contact address of the Respondent including the name of the
Respondent's company TMT Investment is not provided
anywhere in the said website. This clearly indicates that the
Respondent is not known among the public under the mark
HUNTNEWS. It is reiterated that the Respondent has utterly
failed to provide an adequate reason as to why the impugned
domain name has been adopted by the Respondent.

5.1.20.

The fact that the mark HUNTNEWS is mentioned only as part of
the domain name and that website is maintained as an
anonymous site indicates that the adoption of the impugned
domain is in bad faith with the objective of diverting the traffic or
users from the complainant's website or application to the
website of the Respondent.

5.1.21.

Further, it is denied that the Respondent's website is a news
reporting site whereas the Complainant use of the domain
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NewsHunt is for a news reporting site whereas the news
aggregation application. The fact that the Complainant mark and
services relates to news aggregation and that the impugned
domain deals with news reporting has no relevance whatsoever
with respect to the current proceeding as the consuming public
(newsreaders) who are exposed to both websites and marks are
the same. Contrary to what has been stated it in the Response,
it is humbly submitted that the complainant also operates a
news reporting website through the domain m.dailyhunt.in under
the

associated

mark

DailyHunt.

Notwithstanding

the

aforementioned it is denied and disputed that the impugned
website is a news reporting site. A mere perusal of the contents
of the impugned website as well as the contents included as
Annexure proves beyond doubt that the Respondent is actually
engaged in aggregating and illegally copying news contents
from numerous sources including the Complainant's mobile
application or websites. Therefore, it is humbly submitted that
both complainant as well as the Respondent is engaged in
offering similar or identical services to the public and that the
usage of the similar domain 
<huntnews.in> would result in
consumer confusion.
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5.1.22.

In light of the aforementioned facts and submissions, the
complainants submits that the domain name 
<huntnews.in> is
confusingly

and/or deceptively

similar to the registered

Trademark 
NewsHunt
of the Complainant.

5.2.

The 
Respondent has no legitimate interests in respect of the
disputed domain name

Complainant
:
5.2.1.

The Respondent has no legitimate interests or rights with
respect to the mark 
HUNTNEWS and that the impugned
Domain was registered with the sole intention of capitalizing on
the goodwill and reputation of the 
Complainant’s mark
NEWSHUNT
.

5.2.2.

A search conducted in the online database maintained by the
Indian Trademark office has uncovered that the Respondent
has never applied or registered for the Trademark protection of
the impugned Domain Name of the mark 
HuntNews
. Further, a
search conducted in the Google and other search engines for
the mark 
HuntNews do not provide any search results other
than the impugned domain. The Complainant submits that the
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impugned domain name and the mark 
HUNTNEWS is not the
word coined by the Respondent for its services but an inverted
version of the Registered Trademark of the Complainant.

5.2.3.

The 
Respondent has no legitimate or genuine interests in using
an inverted version of the Registered Trademark of the
Complainant. T
he Complainant had never authorized or
permitted the Respondent to use the inverted version of its
registered Trademark. The Complainant states that the sole
reason for the registration and use of impugned domain name
by Respondent is to pass off the services under the said
Domain name as associated with the Complainant and to gain
undue profits from such infringing uses.

5.2.4.

The impugned website merely contains contents aggregated
from multiple news providers and does not show any
information about the purpose of the business of the
Respondent. Further, the name of the Respondent or its
contacts details or nature of services provided by the
Respondent are nowhere mentioned in the impugned website.
The use of the impugned website by the Respondent does not
amount to bona fide use of the impugned domain name. The act
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of anonymously using a confusing similar domain name
indicates that the Respondent is acting with mala fide intent to
capitalize on the popularity of the wellknown mark of the
Complainant

by

creating

a

false

association

with

the

Complainant and attracting internet traffic to its website.

5.2.5.

The said proposition regarding not demonstrating the use of the
Domain Name for the bonafide offering of the goods and the
services was also upheld in the case Pfizer Inc. v. Deep Soni
and Akash [WIPO Case No. D20000782].

Respondent:

5.2.6.

T
he Complainant in the present proceedings have made
meritless averments in their complaint against the Respondent
has the rights to use the disputed domain name 
<huntnews.in>
to provide its news reporting services. The Respondent
reiterates that the impugned domain name consists of a phrase
which describes the purpose and characteristics of the services
which are offered by the Respondent through the impugned
domain name. It is settled law proposition in the Trademark law
that a mark which is descriptive of the services or character of
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the services provided by the proprietor of the mark cannot enjoy
Trademark protection. Moreover, a catena of precedents have
held that when certain words or phrases are commonly used
amongst traders in connection with their trade, such words or
phrases cannot be granted an exclusive right.

5.2.7.

The Respondent has never sought trademark registration for the
disputed domain name for the purpose of operating their news
reporting website knowingly fully well of the descriptive nature of
the mark. Hence, drawing a clear inference to the fact that the
Respondent does not intend to appropriate any Trademark
rights from the disputed domain name. A natural consequence
of the “Hunt News” mark being descriptive is the fact that no
trademark rights accrue to the Complainant’s domain name or
trademark 
NewsHunt
, which is a mere rearrangement of the
descriptive terms. This is a wellsettled proposition upheld
globally and in Indian Courts.

5.2.8.

The Respondent is entitled to use the disputed domain name for
its business in light of the fact that it perfectly describes the
purpose of the disputed domain name and provides an
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unambiguous understanding of the Respondent’s services. The
disputed domain name was not coined or formulated as a mark
with a high propensity of being distinctive in the trade of
providing news services, given its extensive in the trade.

5.2.9.

The Respondent also reasserts that given the highly descriptive
nature of the mark “hunt News” no trademark rights can accrue
to the Complainant, hence no need for authorization ever arises,
rendering the Complainant’s averments completely baseless.

5.2.10.

Conclusively, accessing the website under the impugned
domain names makes it clear that the domain name is operating
bonafidely and offering uptodate and the latest news stories
from across the world and in a wide array of topics. The
Respondent has invested a substantial amount of monetary and
human resources to run the impugned domain name and
provide its readers a high end news reporting service.
Furthermore, the Respondent has even provided a feedback
form for its readers and reviewers so the Respondent can
enhance the quality of it website. All of these factors are key
indicators of the Respondents bona fide offering of the news
reporting services through the impugned domain name.
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Complainant under Rejoinder
:

5.2.11.

The

complainant

denies

and

disputes

all

averments,

statements, contentions, submissions and claims made by the
Respondent in paragraphs V(2)(a) to V(2)(e) of the Response. It
is denied that the complainant had made any meritless
averments against the Respondent in the complaint. It is denied
that the impugned domain consists of a phrase which describes
the services which are offered through the said website,
contrary to what has been stated in these paragraphs by the
Respondent,it is reiterated that the impugned domain is an
inverted version of the wellknown trademark 
NewsHunt of the
Complainant. The Complainant humbly submits that it has never
granted any permissions or license to the Respondent to use its
registered trademark or inverted version of its Trademark. The
Respondent's inexplicable claim that it is entitled to use the
disputed domain for its business as the impugned domain
describes the purpose of services falls flat, both legally and
factually.
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5.2.12.

The Complainant humbly submits that the Respondent has
utterly failed in providing adequate reasons for adopting the
impugned domain. It is specifically pointed out that the
Respondent is never known or called under the impugned
domain or mark HUNTNEWS. A mere perusal of the Whois
Records of the impugned domain indicates that it was registered
in the name of the company, TMT Investment and that mark
HUNTNEWS was never used to identify the said domain. In the
UDRP matter of Instron Corp. v. Kaner, FA 768859 (Nat. Arb.
Forum Sept.21, 2006), finding that the respondent was not
commonly

known

by

the

<shoredurometer.com>

and

<shoredurometers.com) domain names because the WHOIS
information listed Andrew

Kaner c/o Electromatic a/k/a

ElectromaticEquip't as the registrant of the disputed domain
name and there was no other evidence in the record to suggest
that the respondent was commonly known by the domain
names in dispute.

5.2.13.

Further, it is agreed that the mark HUNTNEWS is used only as
part of the disputed domain in the said website. The contents of
the website indicate clearly that the Respondent identifies itself
as India News and not HUNTNEWS. The Respondent has
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admitted that it is known by India News rather than HuntNews,
which proves that it is not commonly known by the mark
HUNTNEWS or the domain 
<huntnews.in> and hence fails to
prove that it has any legitimate right or interest in the said
domain.

5.2.14.

Complainant relies in RMO, Inc. v Andy Burbidge [National
Arbitration Forum Claim Number: FA0103000096949], Tercent
Inc. v. Yi, [National Arbitration Forum, FA 139720,] and Reed
Elsevier Properties Inc. and Reed Elsevier Inc. v. Weekly
publishers [NAF Claim Number: FA0303000151536].

5.2.15.

It is denied that the website operating under the impugned
domain is operating in a bonafide manner and that the
Respondent has invested a substantial amount of monetary and
human resources to run the impugned domain. Contrary to this,
a perusal of the impugned website indicates that the website
merely contains contents aggregated from multiple news
providers and does not even provide any details whatsoever
about the business of the Respondent. It is reiterated that no
details about the Respondent or how the Respondent can be
contacted are made available in the impugned website. Unlike
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what has been claimed in the Response, the Feedback form
provided in the impugned website does not even provide
contact details for the users to contact the Respondent in the
event of any issue. It is humbly submitted that the Respondent
has registered a confusingly and/or deceptively similar domain
with the sole intention of diverting the traffic or users of the
Complainant by creating confusion among the public. The
Respondent has not provided an appropriate reason for
adopting the impugned domain other than making inexplicit
claims about descriptiveness of the terms 'HUNT and NEWS'.
Moreover, the fact that the mark or domain HUNTNEWS is not
reflected anywhere else in the said website clearly indicates that
the said domain was adopted with mala fide intent to ride upon
the goodwill and reputation of the wellknown mark 
NewsHunt
and to divert the users of the Complainant to its own website.

5.2.16.

Hence, in light of the aforementioned facts and circumstances, it
is reiterated that the Respondent has no legitimate rights or
interests in using the impugned Domain Name 
<huntnews.in>
.

5.3.

The disputed Domain Name has been registered or is being used
in Bad Faith
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Complainant
:

5.3.1.

The registration of the impugned domain name indicates the
opportunistic behaviour and bad faith of the Respondent. Given
the worldwide fame and popularity of the Complainant's
trademark or any substantially similar or identical mark that too
for similar goods or services, unless to create a false impression
of association with the Complainant or to attract business from
the Complainant or to divert the public from the Complainant's
domain or business to the impugned domain.

5.3.2.

The Respondent's act of adopting an inverted version of the
registered trademark of the Complainant for similar good or
services, is with the malafide intent of disrupting the business of
the Complainant. And by registering the impugned domain
name, the Respondent is intentionally attempted to attract the
Complainant's users to the impugned website [Sharman License
Holdings, Limitd v. IcedIt.com, WIPO Case No D20040713].

5.3.3.

The malafide intention of the Respondent to gain illegal profits is
well evidenced by his action of registering the impugned domain
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name that is confusingly similar to that of wellknown mark of
the Complainant. As the Respondent is also operating in the
same business of news aggregation, it is highly unlikely that the
respondent was unaware of the wellknown mark of the
Complainant. The Respondent's act of registering the inverted
version of the wellknown mark 
NewsHunt as a domain name
itself indicates that the Respondent was well aware about the
Complainant's mark and business. The Respondent's adoption
of the impugned domain name shows the malafide intent on its
part to earn undue advantage by capitalizing on the goodwill
and

reputation

of

the

Complainant's

wellknown

mark

NewsHunt
. [EthinicGrocer.com, Inc. v. Latingrocer.com, NAF
Claim # FA 94384 and TM Acquisition Corp. V. DVD Internet
Marketing, NAF Claim Number: FA0206000114517]

5.3.4.

The respondent's website despite showing evidences of regular
updates, is not accessible beyond the main page, therefore it
can be concluded that the Respondent is not using the disputed
domain name actively and is holding the website passively,
which is a clear indication of the bad faith of the respondent. No
details of the Respondent, including without limitation contact
addresses, phone numbers, email ids, or the nature of business
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of the Respondent or even any elements that state that the
impugned domain name is used by the Respondent or what are
the exact services rendered by the Respondent is included in
the said website. Moreover, no adequate details are provided on
WHOIS search database. Hence, the Complainant submits that
use of the impugned domain name can on no manner be
considered as a legitimate use of the impugned domain under
Section 7 of the INDRP. Contrary to this Respondent has
registered

the

domain

name

only

as

an

attempt to

opportunistically trade on Complainant's 
NewsHunt mark and
accompanying goodwill.

5.3.5.

The Complainant as per the procedure had sent cease and
desist notice to the Respondent requesting them to cease and
desist from using the impugned domain name 
<huntnews.in>
.
A copy of the said cease and desist notice is marked and
submitted as Annexure to the Complaint. The Complainant
states that the Respondent had chosen to ignore the legitimate
request from the Respondent and had not even responded to
the request made by the Complainant. This utter disregard of
the Respondent for the legitimate
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Complainant itself is an indicator of the bad faith of the
Respondent.

5.3.6.

In light of the aforementioned, the Complainant humbly states
that the Respondent’s action of registering and using the
impugned domain 
<huntnews.in> is in bad faith and is with the
sole intention of capitalizing on the goodwill, reputaion and
popularity of the wellknown mark of the complainant.

Respondent
:

5.3.7.

T
he Respondent’s 
<huntnews.in> domain is purely descriptive
of the news reporting services it offers for its readers and any
similarity, if any, of the mark that arises is due to the
commonality of use of the words “hunt” and “news” for other
news reporting and news aggregation websites. In such cases,
the law is clear on the fact that no trademark rights can accrue
to words or phrases which are commonly used by other traders
in the relevant field.

5.3.8.

The Respondent submits that by virtue of its registration of the
disputed domain name, it had no intention of disrupting the
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Complainant’s or any of the news reporting agencies which are
operating through domain names using the word “hunt” and
“news” conjunctively. The Respondent has been operating
under the bona fide belief that the disputed domain name is
providing its services through a descriptive phrase that states to
a potential visitor of its website that the Respondent’s website
hunt for news. In contrast to the Complainant’s defamatory and
baseless averments the Respondent has been investing more
and more financial and human resources for the maintenance
and upkeep of the said domain name.

5.3.9.

The Complainant's averments have only been made to provide
misleading base of accounts. There is no confusion that can
arise as regards the source of the services the Respondent
offers due to the ubiquitous nature of the words that have been
used to describe a news reporting website. The Respondent's
website operates as its owns news reporting agency and
provides its own stories, hence variance exists in the manner
which the parties operate their websites.

5.3.10.

It is reiterated that since the mark used in the Respondent's
domain name is descriptive, no trademark rights can accrue can
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accrue in the mark, which further eliminating any chance of any
undue advantage being gained by the Respondent from the
Complainant or any of the other news reporting agencies which
operate through domain names using the words "hunt" and
"news" conjunctively. The aforesaid proposition would still apply
even where the words in the phrase are rearranged. Therefore,
the arrangement of the words "hunt" and "news" in the
Respondent's and Complainant's domain names makes little
different since the mark still remains descriptive of news
reporting services.

5.3.11.

The Respondent has established that its registration of the
impugned domain name is for a bona fide offering of news
reporting services for its readers and at no point intended to
mislead any of the visitors of its domain name that it is in any
manner related to the Complainant. The Complainant has
presented an inaccurate picture of how the disputed domain
name looks, feels and functions. The Respondent's website is
very much accessible to everyone and can be viewed with all
the

content,

logos, pictures

and

other related

media.

Furthermore, the Respondent constantly works on bringing the
latest news to its readers by publishing articles and news
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snippets on all recent developments and hot news. To clarify the
impugned domain name has a homepage with several tabs of
categories for its visitors to choose and pick articles from once
an article is chosen the visitor has option of reading the latest
article which sits at the top or keep scrolling down on the same
page to view relatively older articles. Furthermore, such a
presentation of news (i.e. scrolling for continuous news) has
replaced the pagniation system of cicking on the next page for
further reatuls on various news reporting websites, such as
www.qz.com and www.sroll.in.

5.3.12.

It is submitted for utmost clarity the Registrant has not
registered the disputed domain name to misguide or mislead the
consumer, user, visitor of the impugned domain name but has
registered the domain to provide a bona fide news reporting
service.

5.3.13.

The Respondent further clarifies that it is no flybynight
operator squatting on the disputed domain name to eventually
transfer it to the Complainant for monetary compensation. The
Respondent has also never attempted to register any trademark
which is identical or confusingly similar to any of the
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Complainant's trademarks or in fact used any such identical or
confusingly similar trademark in course of its trade.

Complainant under Rejoinder
:

5.3.14.

The

complainant

denies

and

disputes

all

averments,

statements, contentions, submissions and claims made by the
Respondent under Paragraph V(3)(a) to V(3)(g) of the
Response. It is denied that the Respondent registration of the
impugned domain would not amount to disruption of business of
the Complainant. Contrary to what has been pointed out but
Respondent, the Complainant humbly submits that during the
last few months of 2015, the Complainant has observed certain
illegitimate activities in its mobile application that indicated that
the contents offered by the Complainant are copied by some
third party entities. After observing the illegal copying of data
from its website and application, the Complainant has added a
specific digital fingerprint to all contents published in its website
and application. The main objective of implementing the digital
fingerprint was to identify and monitor the parties who are trying
to illegally copy the contents published by the Complainant. The
said digital fingerprint is visible on all pages published by the
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Complainant and is visible in the event the same pages are
copied and published by any third party. The Complainant was
shocked to realize that the Respondent has blatantly copied the
news snippets from its applications and had made those
contents available to public through the confusingly similar
domain 
<huntnews.in>
. The screenshots of contents copied
from the Complainant and published by the Respondent is
attached. The digital watermark of the Complainant under the
associated mark Dailyhunt is clearly visible in the all pages of
Annexures indicating clearly that the Respondent has blatantly
copied the contents from the Complainant's application.

5.3.15.

It is humbly submitted that the act of blatantly copying
copyrighted contents from the Complainant's application and
making it available to the public through the confusingly or
deceptively similar website is itself indicative of the malafide
intention of the Respondent.

5.3.16.

In light of the aforementioned facts, it is humbly reiterated that
the impugned domain name was adopted by the Respondent
with the sole intention of diverting traffic from the Complainant
application to the Respondent's confusingly similar website. This
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is evident from the fact that, the news snippets copied from the
Complainant's application has been listed in the impugned
Website as "88% readers also read". The specific screenshots
of such references taken from a particular date is marked and
attached hereto as Annexure. The contents of Annexure prove
beyond doubt that actual user or traffic diversion from the
complainant's website or application happened due to the
presence

of

the

confusingly

similar

domain

name

<huntnews.in> that hosts the contents copied from the
Complainant's mobile application. In light of the aforementioned
facts and circumstances it is humbly submitted that the
Respondent's use of the impugned domain name is in bad faith.

5.3.17.

Moreover, it is humbly submitted that the Respondent has
registered the confusingly similar domain name 
<huntnews.in>
even after being aware about the existence of the wellknown
mark 
NewsHunt at the time of registration of the said domain. It
is evident from the blatant copying committed by the
Respondent that the Respondent was fully aware about the
existence of the Complainant who holds the largest market
share in India with respect to news aggregation services. It is a
wellsettled position that the act of registering a domain name
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similar to that of a wellknown mark by a party who has no
connection with the said mark would amount to bad faith. In The
caravan club v. Mrgsale, FA 95314 it was held that registration
of a wellknown trademark by a party with no connection to the
owner of the trademark and no authorization or legitimate
purpose to utilize the mark reveals bad faith.

5.3.18.

The complainant humbly reiterates that the Respondent's act of
adopting an inverted version of the registered trademark of the
complainant for similar goods or services is with the malafide
intent of disrupting the business of the complainant. [Reed
Elsevier properties Inc. and Reed Elsevier Inc. v. Weekly
Publishers

NAF

Claim

Number:

FA0303000151536].

Additionally, the complainant also place its reliance on the
specific cases cited in the complaint, i.e. Sharman License
Holdings, Limited v. IcedIt.com, WIPo case No. D2004071,
EthnicGrocer.com, Inc v Lutingrocer.com, FA 94384, TM
Acquisition corp. V. DW Internet Marketing, claim Number:
FA02060001145).

5.3.19.

The complainant denies and disputes that the look and feel of
the Respondent's domain is similar to the websites www.qz.com
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or www.scroll.in. A comparison of these websites with the
impugned domain clearly indicates that they are completely
different from the impugned domain. A perusal of the cited
websites clearly indicates that the domain name qz.com (quartz)
or scroll.in is used throughout the website to identify the website
and services offered by these registrants. Moreover, a specific
and detailed about us page describing the nature of services
provided by these entities as well as a contact information page
is also included as part of these websites. Contrary to this, in
the impugned website, the mark HUNTNEWS is used only as
part of the domain. The impugned websites identifies itself as
"India News" and not as HUNTNEWS. Further, no specific
information about the nature of services offered through the said
website or contact information of the Respondent is provided in
the said website. In light of these facts and submissions, it is
humbly reiterated that the impugned website offers news
aggregation and news reporting services to the public in an
anonymous manner under a domain name that is confusingly
similar to that of the well known mark 
NewsHunt of the
Complainant.
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5.3.20.

In light of the aforementioned facts, circumstances and
submissions,

the

Complainant humbly submits that the

impugned domain 
<huntnews.in>
, is registered in bad faith.

Discussion and Findings
:

6.

Preliminary
6.1.

The 
Arbitrator has reviewed the all the documents placed before it by
the Complainant and the Respondent respectively.

6.2.

The Complainant in its complaint has invoked Para 4 of the INDRP,
which reads:

"Any Person who considers that a registered domain name
conflicts with his legitimate rights or interests may file a
Complaint to the .IN Registry on the following premises:
(i) the Registrant's domain name is identical or
confusingly similar to a name, trademark or service mark
in which the Complainant has rights;
(ii) the Registrant has no rights or legitimate interests in
respect of the domain name; and
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(iii) the Registrant's domain name has been registered
or is being used in bad faith.

The Registrant is required to submit to a mandatory Arbitration
proceeding in the event that a Complainant files a complaint to
the .IN Registry, in compliance with this Policy and Rules
thereunder."

6.3.

The Complainant demanded cancellation/suspension of the Domain
Name in terms of Terms and Conditions for registrants, as Registrant
is liable to provide and maintain correct WHOIS, on the ground of
admission by the Respondent that the said WHOIS email was
"infrequently monitored company email ID". Arbitrator finds that the
Domain Name can be suspended on the ground of Inaccurate/False
WHOIS Information and not when a Domain Registrant acts indolent
and does not care to check the emails regularly. Further, the hard
copies of Complaint and also cease and desist notice were duly
delivered to the Postal WHOIS address of the Respondent and though
Respondent maintains silence in respect of the same but it cannot be
assumed to be incorrect. In any case, such matter need to be directly
taken up with the Domain Registrar but no such action can be taken by
the Registrar as well during the pendency of an INDRP proceedings.
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6.4.

The Respondent intervened in these proceedings after a month and
requested for one final opportunity to submit its response which will
conclusively prove that the disputed domain name in no manner
infringes the Complainant’s domain name or trademark. Respondent
gave various reasons for delayed intervention including  “... upon
intimation from the Domain Registrar (MarkMonitor) of locks being
placed on the disputed domain name immediately sought legal
representation for the present matter”. But Respondent did not provide
any exact timeline in the email dated 10 May 2016, as to when they
were informed of locks placed by the MarkMonitor, on the basis of
which they were afforded an opportunity. It was only later under
Response, the Respondent claims that they were informed of the locks
placed by the Domain Registrar in the month of May 2016. Factually,
the locks are normally placed within few days of the filing of a Domain
Dispute complaint 
(2 business days in the case of UDRP) to avoid
CyberFlight but before any formal proceedings begin. And in this case,
it may have been 18 March 2016, which is reflected in the Last
Updated Date in the WHOIS for the Disputed Domain or in any case,
locks must have been placed by the Domain Registrar in the month of
March 2016 itself.
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7.

R
equirements of INDRP Policy
:

A. Identical or Confusingly Similar
7.1.

The Complainant registered the Domain Name 
www.newshunt.in in
October 2008 and while 
www.newshunt.com has an earlier registration
date. Complainant has been using the mark 
NewsHunt since February
2009 in association with news aggregation and digital publishing
services.

7.2.

The Trademark 
NewsHunt was applied for registration in January
2010 in two different classes 38 and 42. It has been registered in India
by the Complainant since year 2011 and 2013 respectively vide
application numbers 1907413 and 1907414. The Trademark details in
this respect are annexed by the Complainant, which clearly evidences
the date of usage as 09 February 2009. The same have also been
verified at Trademark Registry online database.

7.3.

The Complainant’s mark 
NewsHunt has been used in relation to
Mobile Application and also in providing a mobile version of the
website online. While the disputed Domain Name 
<huntnews.in> was
registered on 21 July 2015 and has been in use since the end of July
2015 as per Archive.org.
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7.4.

In the later half of 2015, the 
NewsHunt was rebranded as 
DailyHunt
as per media reports online. As a result, the mobile version of the
website is now available online at 
http://m.dailyhunt.in
, while previously
it was at 
http://m.newshunt.com 
(as per Archive.org)
. And the URL
http://m.newshunt.com now redirects to 
http://m.dailyhunt.in
. Arbitrator
finds that while the Respondent had adopted the domain name
<huntnews.in> in July 2015, the Complainant was still using the mark
NewsHunt

only

actively

and

mobile

version

of

site

as

http://m.newshunt.com
, which ofcourse had more global reachability in
terms of SEO (Search Engine Optimization) than an .IN Domain Name.
In any case, the mark 
NewsHunt continues to be used and appear
along with 
DailyHunt in Google Play store and also on Complainant’s
website.

7.5.

The Mobile App “DailyHunt (
NewsHunt
) News” as it appears on
Google PlayStore on a Android Phone has been downloaded over 10
Million (i.e. 1 Crore) times. Which shows it has continuously gained
widespread recognition and popularity among the public, which is
further proved by the awards and accolades conferred upon the
Complainant.

Also,

it

has

received good

media recognition.

Complainant has annexed copies of articles and media reports about
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the mark 
NewsHunt including NDTV 24X7, Aircel, Medianama,
YourStory, New Indian Express and so on. The Media reports in
english have only been considered in terms of Rule 9 of the INDRP
Rules of Procedure.

7.6.

The Complainant claims the mark 
NewsHunt is a coined term and the
Complainant is the Registered owner of the trade mark 
NewsHunt
.
The domain name 
<huntnews.in> 
of the Respondent
, which was
registered less than a year back, i.e. on 21 July 2015, is confusingly or
deceptively similar to the registered trademark of the Complainant 
NewsHunt
, which is the mere interchange of prefix to suffix and also
confusingly similar to Complainant’s domain name 
www.newshunt.in
and 
www.newshunt.com
. The registration and the use of the
confusingly similar disputed domain is a direct infringement of the
legitimate rights held by the Complainant of the mark 
NewsHunt
. In
the matter of F. HoffmannLa Roche AG v. Relish Enterprises, [WIPO
Case No D20071629], where it was held that, if the Complainant owns
a registered Trademark then it satisfies the threshold requirement of
having the Trademark rights and the Domain name is confusingly
similar to Complainant’s Trademark because disputed Domain Name
looks and reads like Complainant’s Trademark.
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7.7.

In Cadila Health Care Ltd. vs. Cadila Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (2001) 5
SCC 573, the Hon'ble Supreme Court, inter alia, observed that its
decisions in the last four decades had clearly laid down that what had
to be seen in the case of a passing off action was the similarity
between the competing marks and to determine whether there was
likelihood of deception or causing confusion.

7.8.

Honorable Delhi High Court in the matter of Yahoo!, Inc. vs Akash
Arora & Anr. [78 (1999) DLT 285] referred to Card service International
Inc. Vs. McGee; reported in 42 USPQ 2d 1850, where it was held that
the domain name serve same function as the trademark and is not a
mere address or like finding number on the Internet and, therefore, it is
entitled to equal protection as trademark. Further, Honorable Supreme
Court in the matter of Satyam Infoway Ltd vs Siffynet Solutions Pvt. Ltd
on 6 May, 2004, also held that Trademark law is applicable to Domain
Names as well and laid down the following principles, which all weigh
in favor of the Complainant:

7.8.1.

The passing off action is normally available to the owner of a
distinctive trademark and the person who, if the word or name is
an invented one, invents and uses it. If two trade rivals claim to
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have individually invented the same mark, then the trader who is
able to establish prior user will succeed.

7.8.2.

What has to be established is the likelihood of confusion in the
minds of the public, that the goods or services offered by the
defendant are the goods or the services of the plaintiff. In
assessing the likelihood of such confusion the courts must allow
for the “imperfect recollection of a person of ordinary memory”.

7.8.3.

Ordinary consumers/users seeking to locate the functions
available under one domain name may be confused if they
accidentally arrived at a different but similar web site which
offers no such services. Such users could well conclude that the
first domain name owner had misrepresented its goods or
services through its promotional activities and the first domain
owner would thereby lose their customers. It is apparent
therefore that a domain name may have all the characteristics of
a trademark and could found an action for passing off.

7.9.

That whereas the Respondent submits that it is a settled proposition of
law that words or phrases which describe the character of a
proprietor's goods or services cannot be monopolized by a single
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person. Further, claims 
HuntNews as coined word of two generic
words, which when together mean ‘news will be diligently and eagerly
searched for’, provides dictionary meaning for two terms as
Annexures. Also compares the same with general words like
NewsHawk and NewsHound. But on searching online oxford
dictionary, the word NewsHunt or HuntNews as a whole cannot be
located, while dictionary does contain words like NewsHawk and
NewsHound. It can be safely assumed that Complainant has
deliberately selected a nondictionary word as its domain and
subsequently as the mark.

7.10.

Hon'ble Delhi high Court in the matter of Living Media India Limited vs
Jitender V. Jain And Anr. on 21 May, 2002 [98 (2002) DLT 430], held
that the word "AAJ" and "TAK" may be individually descriptive and
dictionary word and may not be monopolised by any person but their
combination does provide a protection as a trademark if it has been in
long, prior and continuous user in relation to particular goods
manufactured, sold by a particular person and by virtue of such user
the mark gets identified with that person. It is so irrespective of the fact
whether such a combination is descriptive in nature and has even a
dictionary meaning. In such a case any other person may choose any
of the two words viz. either "AAJ" or "TAK" as its trade name or mark
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but it has to prohibited from using the combination of these words as
such a user not only creates confusion as to its source or origin but
also bares the design or motive of its subsequent adopter.

7.11.

In the matter of Times Internet Ltd vs Jonathan S. And Another on 17
April, 2012 [CS(OS) 1742/2007], Hon'ble Delhi High Court upheld that
the evidence on record would also show that the name/trade mark
Indiatimes has been associated with the plaintiff exclusively on account
of its user, reputation, goodwill, product services and marketing and
mere mentioning of indiatimes immediately signifies the services and
products marketed by the plaintiff through its ecommerce website
www.indiatimes.com and accordingly, none else has the right to use
the said name/mark indiatimes which is completely identified with the
plaintiff. Even otherwise the name/mark indiatimes has no dictionary
meaning, it is a coined word, created, invented and developed by M/s.
Bennett Coleman & Co. Ltd. and, thus, it is entitled to the highest level
of protection. It seems that the registration of domain name by
defendant no.1 is without any authorisation, permission or license from
the plaintiff and the registration is illegal without ulterior motives with a
view to encash upon the reputation of the plaintiff.
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7.12.

The tests for comparison of the two wordmarks were formulated by
Lord Parker in Planotist Co. Ltd.'s application (1906) 23 RPC 774 as
follows : "You must take the two words. You must judge of them, both
by their look and by their sound. You must consider the goods to which
they are to be applied. You must consider the nature and kind of
customer who would be likely to buy those goods. In fact, you must
consider all the surrounding circumstances; and you must further
consider what is likely to happen if each of those trade marks is used
in a normal way as a trade mark for the goods of the respective owners
of the marks. If, considering all those circumstances, you come to the
conclusion that there will be a confusion  that is to say, not
necessarily that one man will be injured and the other will gain illicit
benefit, but that there will be a confusion in the mind of the public
which will lead to confusion in the goods  then you may refuse the
registration, or rather you must refuse the registration in that case."

7.13.

Further, the Respondent claims that the conjunctive use of the terms
“Hunt” and “News” is common to the trade for websites providing news
reporting services and provides a list of 17 websites in support as an
Annexure, but on scanning of WHOIS/Creation Date of these domain
names by the Arbitrator, only one domain www.huntnews.net was
registered in 2001, while none of other 16 domain names have
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Creation Date before the Complainant started using the mark
NewsHunt in it’s domain name. Most of the provided domain names
are parked with negligible use, as pointed out by Complainant as well.
The following table includes registration date of these domains along
with the other three relevant domain names NewsHunt.com,
NewsHunt.in, HuntNews.in in the order of date of registration:
Domain Name

Date of Registration

1

huntnews.net

27 March 2001

2

Newshunt.com  Complainant

05 August 2002

3

Newshunt.in  Complainant

08 October 2008

4

huntnews.com

28 May 2009

5

huntnewsnu.com

28 January 2010

6

newshunt.net

19 April 2011

7

newshunt.co

17 May 2013

8

newspaperhunt.com

28 November 2013

9

newshunt.com

18 September 2014

10

newshunt.news

15 July 2015

11

Huntnews.in  Respondent

21 July 2015

12

newshunt.xyz

15 August 2015

13

newshunt.cn

1 November 2015

14

newshunt.com.cn

1 November 2015

15

newshunt.online

25 December 2016

16

newshunt.org

1 January 2016

17

newshunt.top

18 January 2016
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18

newsonhunt.com

1 Feb 2016

19

newshunt.biz

25 March 2016

20

newshunt.info

28 March 2016

7.14.

Even the domain name HuntNews.net, registered in 2001, talks about
news from a US county named HUNT, located in the state of Texas,
USA and does not use the words ‘Hunt News’ in their descriptive
sense. That implies, the Complainant has been the first to use the
combination of two descriptive words ‘News’ and ‘Hunt’ as 
NewsHunt
in an ecommerce business with proper protection of its intellectual
protected rights.

7.15.

The trend of Date of Registration of above Domain Names show that
as the Complainant's mark is acquired substantial fame, many more
domains with the said keywords have been registered by third parties,
majority of them in the last one year alone including that of
Respondent.

7.16.

Further, Complainant submits that 
the 17 URLs referred by the
Respondent containing keywords 
NewsHunt or otherwise, the majority
of domains are merely parked with negligible use and also intends to
initiate stringent legal action against any of the infringing entities.
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Complainant also has submitted a list along with rejoinder to which
takedown notice has been served by them in the past. 
Though, in any
case, Honorable Delhi High Court, in the matter of Info Edge (India)
Pvt. Ltd. vs Shailesh Gupta [98 (2002) DLT 499] has laid down: “the
plaintiff... cannot be denied relief and an injunction only because it has
not proceeded against other similar names. As a matter of fact, when
action is initiated, one similar domain name has to be always the first
and that cannot be the reason for denying injunction to the plaintiff”.

7.17.

Further, the Respondent has raised the issue as to whether the
Complainant’s mark 
NewsHunt
, which is a combination of two generic
words and describes the character of a Complainant’s services has
acquired a secondary meaning, to give them the exclusive right to use
the said mark, which they admit is an exception for any descriptive
Trademark. The said ‘secondary meaning’ has been considered in the
recent INDRP matter of Girnar Software Pvt Ltd V Manisha Enterprises
[INDRP/712  Gaadi.in] wherein ‘Gaadi.com’ was already registered as
a Trademark since 2010 in favor of the Complainant. It was held that a
word/mark is suggestive if it requires imagination, thought, reasoning
process and perception to reach a conclusion as to the nature of the
services involved while in the case of descriptive trademark to reach
such a conclusion is immediate and instant. While the basic difference
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between a descriptive mark and a generic mark is that a descriptive
mark describes the services/goods while a generic mark names the
particular service/goods involved. The word/mark ‘Gaadi’ is descriptive
in relation to the services involved. It is well settled law that the
descriptive words/marks can be protected only on their acquisition of
secondary significance for the consuming public.

7.18.

"Secondary Meaning" has been aptly defined in the case of Charcoal
Steak House of Charlotte, Inc. v. Staley, 263 N.C. 199, 139 S.E.2nd
185, 144 USPQ 241 (1964) as "When a particular business has used
words public juris for so long or so exclusively or when it has promoted
its product to such an extent that the words do not register their literal
meaning on the public mind but are instantly associated with one
enterprise, such words have attained a secondary meaning. This is to
say, a secondary meaning exists when, in addition to their literal, or
dictionary, meaning, words connote to the public a product from a
unique source."

7.19.

In the matter of AOL LLC v. DiMarco, FA 1275978 (Forum Sept. 9,
2009) ‘Secondary meaning’ is acquired when ‘in the minds of the
public, the primary significance of a product feature... is to identify the
source of the product rather than the product itself.' As per UDRP
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consensus view 2.0, relevant evidence of such "secondary meaning"
includes length and amount of sales under the trademark, the nature
and extent of advertising, consumer surveys, media recognition and so
on.

7.20.

Whether a particular descriptive word/mark has attained secondary
significance and consequently be protected is a question of fact to be
determined from the peculiar facts of the each case and from the
relevant evidence probative of probable customer reaction. The onus
and burden of proof being upon the Complainant. [National Shoe
Stores Co. V. National Shoes of New York, Inc., 113 USPQ 380
(1957)]

7.21.

The Complainant has submitted that the services under the mark
NewsHunt is available internationally and that the complainant offers
access to hundreds of Newspapers in numerous languages. Moreover,
the complainant's mobile application under the mark 
NewsHunt has
been downloaded more than 10,000,000 (Ten Million / 1 crore) times
through the Google Play Store, which is visible in Google Play Store.
The Media Coverage is evident and it has presence in other countries
as well, while some Analytics as to Google Searches has also been
annexed

by

the

Complainant
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Complainant’s marks in terms of Google search from May 2015 till May
2016.

7.22.

The complainant claims to hold the largest market share among similar
services arising from India with over 20 million monthly active users
and over 2.5 billion page views monthly, which have been discussed in
some of the media reports as well like EconomicTimes.com dated July
2015 reads “
NewsHunt has 20 million monthly active users accessing
mobile Internet in regional languages such as Tamil, Bengali and
Telugu. The platform gets at least 2.5 billion page views a month. ”.
The above reports are enough to prove the popularity / recognition it
has received.

7.23.

Importantly, Honorable Delhi High Court, in the matter of Info Edge
(India) Pvt. Ltd. vs Shailesh Gupta [98 (2002) DLT 499] has laid down
the following principles in respect of “Secondary Meaning”, which again
support Complainant’s case:

7.23.1.

It is a settled law that the distinction between the generic word
and descriptive word is very thin and such word could also
assume a secondary meaning by its long user by a person, who
establishes his reputation in the market.
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7.23.2.

The nature of reputation and goodwill that the plaintiff has been
able to generate in the market by adopting and establishing a
domain name and carrying on their business activities on the
basis of the same. Thereby the trademark/domain name of the
plaintiff has assumed significance and a secondary meaning.

7.23.3.

In McCarthy on Trademarks and Unfair Competition Vol. 2 3rd
Edition in para 12.5 (2) it is stated that in order to obtain some
form of relief on a "passing off" claim, the user of a generic term
must prove some false or confusing usage by the newcomer
above and beyond mere use of generic name.

7.23.4.

In a matter where services rendered through domain name in
the internet, a very alert vigil is necessary and a strict view is to
be taken for its each access and reach by anyone from any
corner of the globe... It is settled law that if two contesting
parties are involved in the same area or similar line of business,
there is grave and immense possibility for confusion and
deception.
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7.24.

The Complainant’s services were launched in 2009. It is available in
India as well as internationally including India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
UAE and Africa, under its mark 
NewsHunt
, while Respondent
registered the disputed domain only in July 2015. The Complainant
offers access to hundreds of Newspapers in many different languages
and publishes digital versions of various news magazine. The same is
both available over the website 
http://m.dailyhunt.in and also as a
Mobile Application on various Mobile Platforms, with more than 10
million downloads in Google Play Store alone till date. Further, the
Complainant’s services under the mark 
NewsHunt 
has the largest
market share among similar services with over 20 million monthly
active users and over 2.5 billion page views monthly. Moreover, there
has been no bonafide or legitimate use by the Respondent, as proved
under further clauses. Therefore, given the facts, recognition and
accolades it has received, it can be concluded Complainant’s mark has
definitely acquired secondary meaning over the period of over 7 years,
starting 2009.

7.25.

Further, Complainant submits that due to complainant's continuous use
and extensive promotional activities since February 2009, the mark
NewsHunt has acquired secondary meaning among the public and
even qualifies to be called as a wellknown mark under the provisions
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of the Indian Trademark Act. Hon'ble Delhi High Court in the matter of
M/S. Hindustan Pencils Pvt. Ltd. vs M/S. India Stationery Products [on
23 January, 1989], held that:
"It is no doubt true that trade mark copyright or a patent belongs
to a registered owner and, in that sense, is his monopoly
because he has the exclusive right to use the same.
Nevertheless, especially as far as trade marks are concerned,
the said mark is also meant to distinguish the goods of the
owner of the mark from that of the other manufacturers. This
distinguishing mark is primarily, probably solely, for the benefit
of the consumer. A trade mark is a representation by the owner
to the consumer informing him that the goods in question
bearing a particular trade mark have been manufactured or
marketed by the owner of the mark. With the passage of time, if
the goods are of good quality and become popular, the trade
mark becomes well known. People buy the goods after seeing
the trade mark which is applied to them. Especially in Third
World Countries, where level of education is not very high and
where the consumer may not be proficient enough to read what
is written, possibly in a language which is unknown to the
purchaser, the trade mark assumes greater significance. It is the
duty of the Courts to protect the interest of such unwary
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customers. It is for the Court to see that an unscrupulous
infringe does not cheat the general public by selling spurious
goods by using trade marks which do not belong to him and
which are associated with goods of repute."

7.26.

Further, in support, the Complainant provides many UDRP decisions of
WIPO/NAF in support, wherein it was held that mere inverting terms in
a mark is not sufficient to dispel consumer confusion. They all used the
same words of the mark in the domain name but in different order only:

UDRP Case

Domain Name

Trade Mark

Reed Elsevier Inc. v. Weekly
Publishers 
[Claim No
FA0303000151536]

<weeklypublishers.com
>

PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY

Dollar Rent A Car, Inc. v.
Rob Smith d/b/a Ameriasa
[Claim No
FA0404000257706]

<dollarcarrental.org>

DOLLAR
RENT A CAR

Toyota of El Cajon v. Toyota
of El Cajon 
[Claim No
FA0605000712323]

<ElcajonToyota.com>

TOYOTA OF
EL CAJON

Lifetouch, Inc. v. Schools
online Inc 
[Claim No
FA0501000399497]

<SchoolPortraitsLifeTo
uch.com>

LIFETOUCH
SCHOOL
PORTRAITS

NCRAS Management, LP v.
Cupcake City and John
Zuccarini 
[Case No.
D20001803]

<nationalrentalcar.com
>

NATIONAL
CAR RENTAL

Pearl Jam, A General

<jampearl.com>

PEARL JAM
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Partnership v. Peter Lyn c/o
JamPearl Limited 
[Claim No
FA0312000221238]

7.27.

Playboy Enterprises V Saeid
Yomtobian dba Movie Name
Company [WIPO Case No
D20011201]

<ChannelPlaybBoy.co
m>

PlayBoyChann
el

The Neiman Marcus Group,
Inc. and NM Nevada Trust v.
Dewey Mackay DBA PMA
media group 
[NAF Claim No
FA0610000813531]

<marcusneimanstyle.in
fo>

NEIMAN
MARCUS

Victoria’s Secret Stores
Brand Management, Inc. v.
Purple Bucquet / Purple
[Claim No
FA1012001363116]

<pinkvictoriassecret.co
m>

VICTORIA’S
SECRET PINK

Toronto Convention &
Visitors Assn. v. This
Domain is For Sale,
[D20011463]

tourismtornoto.com

TORONTO
TOURISM

CV Underground, LLC v.
Gulf South Ltd [
Claim FA
116732]

<atlantaunderground.c
om>

UNDERGROU
ND ATLANTA

Caviar Volga v. Blankert
Consultancy BV 
[Case No.
D20102159]

<volgacaviar.com>

CAVIAR
VOLGA

Société des Bains de Mer et
du Cercle des Etrangers à
Monaco v. Mark Bolet 
Case No. D20061245

<monaconetcasino.co
m>

CASINO DE
MONACO

In the matter of Pearl Jam, A General Partnership v. Peter Lyn c/o
JamPearl Limited [NAF Claim Number: FA0312000221238], it was
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held that merely transposing the elements of the mark, such as here,
does not avoid confusing similarity under the Policy. See NCRAS
Mgmt., LP v. Cupcake City, D20001803 (WIPO Feb. 26, 2001)
(finding the domain name <nationalrentalcar.com> confusingly similar
to the mark NATIONAL CAR RENTAL and finding that merely inverting
the terms of a mark is insufficient to dispel consumer confusion
because the mark and the resulting domain name are simply too
similar to each other); see also Playboy Enters. v. Movie Name Co.,
D20011201 (WIPO Feb. 26, 2002) (finding the domain name
<channelplayboy.com> confusingly similar to the mark THE PLAYBOY
CHANNEL); see also Toronto Convention & Visitors Ass’n v. This
Domain is For Sale, D20011463 (WIPO Feb. 25, 2002) (finding that
there would be no reason to distinguish between <tourismtoronto.com>
and TORONTO TOURISM).

7.28.

On the other hand, Respondent places reliance in the matter of Marico
Ltd V. Agro Tech Foods, FAO (OS) No 352/2010, but the said matter is
not applicable here:

7.28.1.

Where the issue was as to use of the mark “Low Absorb”, which
never acquired a Secondary Meaning. The Honorable Supreme
Court said there are no survey reports of the consumers or any
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other evidence which would even prima facie point to the fact
that <LOW ABSORB> has attained secondary distinctive
meaning of a standard which has the ability to source the origin
of the goods to the plaintiff.

7.28.2.

Further Court held that there can be no dispute that even a
descriptive word can be used as a trade mark provided it
becomes  well known & acquires secondary distinctive
meaning.

7.28.3.

The test is of likelihood of deception and not as to whether there
was any intent to deceive. A perusal of the rival labels clearly
demonstrate that except for the usage of the words... there is no
commonality between the two. The colour scheme, the font, the
trade dress and get up is completely different... Therefore, Court
said prima facie, in my opinion, there is no case even for
passing off made out.

7.29.

Respondent also places reliance in the matter of Campina Melkunie V
Benelux referred as UDRP Case No 265/00, but on searching the
UDRP Cases, no matter with the Plaintiff name as Campina Melkunie
could be located and further WIPO Case no D20000265 is titled
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Sporoptic Pouilloux S.A. V. William H. Wilson, not applicable here,
therefore could not be considered.

7.30.

Furthermore, t
he Para 3 of the INDRP Policy, includes the Registrant's
Representations, which states under clause (b) that by applying to
register a domain name, or by asking a Registrar to maintain or renew
a domain name registration, the Registrant represents and warrants
that to the Registrant's knowledge, the registration of the domain name
will not infringe upon or otherwise violate the rights of any third party
and the Registrant will not knowingly use the domain name in violation
of any applicable laws or regulations.

7.31.

Therefore, aforesaid Para 3 of the INDRP Policy, bestows upon the
Domain Registrant that he will not infringe upon or otherwise violate
the rights of any third party. Given the Respondent’s claim to be 
a
company working with technology and ecommerce companies across
industries and further states as been lauded for their term’s decades
worth of experience in startups and global expertise in such matters. It
is not acceptable that Respondent did not have knowledge of
Complainant’s aforesaid Technology/Ecommerce venture, as a simple
Google search could have revealed the existence of Complainant’s
mark.
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7.32.

The Respondent’s services under the disputed domain 
<huntnews.in>
is identical and/or exactly similar to the services offered by the
Complainant under its mark 
NewsHunt
, which is proved by the fact
that the website at disputed domain 
<huntnews.in>
, offers to select
language either Hindi or English and only offers mobile version of the
website with low resolution pictures. Similarly, the Complainant’s
website at 
http://m.dailyhunt.in (previously at 
http://m.newshunt.com
)
offers to select any of 14 languages including English, Nepali, Hindi,
Udru, etc and is mobile friendly version of the website only. Above all,
as analyzed under further clauses the Respondent has copied content
from various sources including that of Complainant. It proves, that the
Respondent is merely trying to take undue advantage of the goodwill of
the Complainant’s trademark by using the confusingly similar domain
name 
<huntnews.in>
.

7.33.

In the matter of Nikon, Inc. v. Technilab, Inc, [WIPO Case No
D20001774] and Magnum Piering, Inc. v. Mudjackers & Wilson,
[WIPO Case No D20001525], it was held that holding that confusing
similarity under the Policy is decided upon the inclusion of a trademark
in the domain name. That is, The registration and the use of the
confusingly similar impugned domain is a direct infringement of the
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legitimate rights held by the Complainant of the mark 
NewsHunt
. In
the matter of F. Hofmann. Laroche AG v. Relish Enterprises, [WIPO
Case No D20071629], where it was held that, if the Complainant owns
a registered Trademark then it satisfies the threshold requirement of
having the Trademark rights and the Domain name is confusingly
similar to Complainant’s Trademark because disputed Domain Name
looks and reads like Complainant’s Trademark.

7.34.

In the matter of Rohtas Goel And Anr. vs Somay Nayak And Ors. on
29 October, 2010 [CS(OS) 1108/2006], Hon'ble Delhi High Court laid
down that "A person is well within his right to sell his goods or render
services using any trade name for the purpose. With the passage of
time the goods sold or the services rendered by him, as the case may
be, may acquire certain reputation or goodwill in the market which
becomes the property of that person and needs to be protected by the
court. It is not permissible for any other person to start selling goods or
rendering services either using the same name or imitating that name
so as to cause injury to that person and enrich himself at the cost of
the person who had already been using that name and had acquired a
certain reputation with the passage of time and on account of the
quality of the goods sold or services rendered by him. Any attempt on
the part of a person to enrich upon the goodwill generated by any other
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person needs to be curbed by the court whenever approached by the
aggrieved party in this regard."

7.35.

In the circumstances, the Arbitrator concludes that the Complainant
has established the requirement of paragraph 4 (i) of the Policy i.e. 
the
disputed domain name is confusingly similar to the mark in which
Complainant has rights.

B. Registrant's rights to or legitimate interests in the domain name

7.36.

For the second condition as to legitimate interests, the Para 7 of the
INDRP policy, states any of the following circumstances, in particular
but without limitation, if found by the Arbitrator to be proved based on
its evaluation of all evidence presented, shall demonstrate the
Registrant's rights to or legitimate interests in the domain name for the
purposes of Paragraph 4 (ii) :

7.36.1.

(i) before any notice to the Registrant of the dispute, the
Registrant's use of, or demonstrable preparations to use, the
domain name or a name corresponding to the domain name in
connection with a bona fide offering of goods or services;
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7.36.2.

(ii) the Registrant (as an individual, business, or other
organization) has been commonly known by the domain name,
even if the Registrant has acquired no trademark or service
mark rights; or

7.36.3.

(iii) the Registrant is making a legitimate noncommercial or fair
use of the domain name, without intent for commercial gain to
misleadingly divert consumers or to tarnish the trademark or
service mark at issue.

7.37.

Before the next two clauses are analyzed, it is important to take note of
some important observations made by the Arbitrator as to the Content
upon the impugned website. The UDRP Overview 2.0, lays down that
the content of a website (whether it is similar to or different from the
business of a trademark holder) would usually be disregarded in the
threshold assessment of risk of confusing similarity under the first
element of the UDRP, although such content may be regarded as
highly relevant to assessment of intent to create confusion under
subsequent UDRP elements (i.e. rights or legitimate interests and bad
faith).

7.38.

That while the matter was initially ordered to be proceeded exparte on
29 April 2016. The Arbitrator had a look at the disputed domain
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website to observe the facts as to the website hosted at the disputed
domain name, stated by the Complainant:
“The Complainant submits that the respondent's website despite
showing evidences of regular updates, is not accessible beyond
the main page... ”

Arbitrator, on visiting the website, observed the website very closely
and found that website was accessible beyond the main/home page.
Arbitrator took screenshots of the inner pages from the disputed
domain 
<huntnews.in>
, as annexed herewith as 
Annexure I (a) with
this award. The Annexed screenshot from disputed domain name, few
were taken on 03 May 2016 and others from archive.org dated 30 July
2015 as well [Annexure I (b) herewith]
, clearly provides the name of
the news source on the top right position of the detailed news web
page on the impugned website.

7.39.

The said first annexed I (a) news dated 03rd May 2016 opened when
clicked on the news link on the HomePage of disputed domain name at
<huntnews.in>

and


appeared

at

URL:

http://huntnews.in/p/detail/605292471644731?uc_param_str=dnfrpfbiv
esscpgimibtbmntnijblauputoggdnw&pos=1462277700859&channel=su
bject3h&chncat=hotnews_english
. Also, over the few days, Arbitrator
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has observed during the same time, that the top few headlines always
had reference to the Complainant website 
DailyHunt.in
. This proves
that Complainant provided the functioning of the disputed domain
name wrongly initially. But before anything could have been clarified
from the Complainant based upon Arbitrator’s observation, the
Respondent had already entered the proceedings.

7.40.

Arbitrator again visited the disputed domain, after the response was
filed by the Respondent on 25 May 2016, to observe (in May 2016
end) that the references to news sources missing from all of the
detailed news (inner) pages. That is, the URL ‘
dailyhunt.in
’ visible in
the first screenshot on the top right went missing but on viewing the
source code for the said webpage as in June 2016, the source code
(which uses basic HTML Tags and CSS syntax) do contain said
reference to 
dailyhunt.in...
reads as follows:
 <a class="warticlefrom" >dailyhunt.in</a>

7.41.

Importantly, it has been programmed through CSS (Cascading Style
Sheet) Tag not to be visible on the webpage, i.e. it is not visible to the
normal eyes of an Internet User... as internal CSS code provided within
the same source code of the said page (before the HTML <body> tag)
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have

been

programmed,

not

to

display

the

CSS

class

“
warticlefrom”
, with the following coding:
.warticlefrom{display:none}

The current version of the first screenshot page and it’s complete
source code of this particular page as on 26 June 2016 has been
Annexed as 
Annexure II (a) and (b)
respectively with this award.
But still the keywords as to reference source like 
DailyHunt.in
, etc are
still visible through the google search engine for the news uploaded till
beginning of May 2016, though thereafter those news sources are
completely

missing!

In

any

case,

the

use

of

third

party

keyword/mark/brand including that of the Complainant on the
webpage, indirectly helped Complainant website to gain visitors
through Google search engine, such a google search result page is
Annexed as 
Annexure III (a) herewith and above all, it proves that the
news have been copied from various sources.

7.42.

Now given the facts, it will be safe to assume that before responding to
the Complaint in this INDRP matter, the Respondent seems to have
made relevant changes to the website to their advantage by removing
reference to the news sources from the top right of a detailed news
page, with the help of CSS. The same is also evident on Archive
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website 
www.archive.org
, which shows the detailed news page for very
few headlines though but references for news in similar fashion was
visible for archives starting 30 July 2015, as observed by the Arbitrator,
upon disputed domain name. 
[annexed herewith as Annexure I (b)]

7.43.

Evidence from Internet Archive  Archive.org is considered a reliable
source of evidence. Just very recently, in the matter of Facebook, Inc.
v.

Domain

Admin,

Privacy

Protection

Service

Inc.

d/b/a

PrivacyProtect.org / Ông Trần Huỳnh Lâm [Case No. D20160771], the
screen captures from "
www.archive.org
" were considered to see where
the

disputed

domain

was

previously

resolving

to

"http//360facebook.blogspot.com>", as presently the disputed domain
name was not resolving anywhere. [Case D20160771]. Even the
WIPO Overview 2.0, recognizes the Archive.org and any attempt to
block access to Archive.org by use of ‘robots.txt’ file is considered as
bad faith.

7.44.

Now most importantly, as held in the UDRP matter before National
Arbitration Forum (NAF) of MB Financial Bank, N.A. v. MBBANK 
Claim Number: FA0602000644517  “the proper record for review of
this dispute should be based on the website at the Domain Name as it
existed on the date the Complaint was filed, not on the post hoc
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website that the Respondent created after the fact.” That is, website as
it existed on the date the Complaint was filed, needs to be considered.

7.45.

The UDRP policy that came into force in 1999, followed by INDRP
policy & Rules in 2005, do not include any reference to the website
content, but recent Uniform Rapid Suspension (URS) Procedure that
was published in 2013 and is applicable to Domain Name Disputes as
to new gTLDs mostly, also very clearly provides in this regard 
"Registrant should be prohibited from changing content found on the
site to argue that it is now a legitimate use", as follows:

“During the Default period, the Registrant will be prohibited from
changing content found on the site to argue that it is now a
legitimate use and will also be prohibited from changing the
Whois

information.

[Para

6(2)



UNIFORM

RAPID

SUSPENSION SYSTEM (“URS”) procedure]”.

7.46.

Now coming to the analysis of legitimate use of the Disputed Domain
by the Respondent. The Respondent has put the disputed domain
name in use in connection with a offering of news aggregation
services, similar to the Complainant but cannot be referred as bona
fide or legitimate. Though Respondent states as having invested a
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substantial amount of monetary and human resources to run the
disputed domain name and provide its readers a high end news
reporting service. But the following further observations have been
made of the disputed domain name:

7.46.1.

The Complainant was the first to use the coined word and
registered the mark 
NewsHunt as well. The disputed domain
name contains the inverse of the Complainant’s registered
Mark.

7.46.2.

Respondent offers mobile version of the website, which is
evident from the low resolution pictures used similar to
Complainant’s online version. And also has similar language
selection option.

7.46.3.

Above all, disputed domain has news copied from various
sources including Complainant’s website 
DailyHunt.in
. There
are references to various URLs on the Disputed Domain that
belong to the Complainant like dailyhunt.in, newshunt.net.in and
dhunt.in that all belong to the Complainant, as elaborated later.
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7.46.4.

In May 2016, the Respondent has attempted to remove the
visibility of all the reference to news sources, that were provided
on the top right of every detailed news pages, including
references to Complainant’s website. Such references seem to
be deliberately hidden through use of CSS (Cascading
Stylesheet) by the Respondent before responding to the
Complaint as elaborated above, in a bid to prove bonafide use
of the disputed domain name. [IslandAir, Inc. v. Flanders, FA
96098 (Nat. Arb. Forum Feb. 8, 2001) ("Making changes to a
web site after notice of a dispute may negate a finding of rights
or legitimate interest."); Also WalMart Stores, Inc. v. Walmarket
Canada, D20000150 (WIPO, May 2, 2000) (finding that the
respondent had no rights or legitimate interests where he
changed website after receiving complainant's "cease and
desist" notice).

7.47.

Complainant further rightly contends that the impugned website merely
contains contents aggregated from multiple news providers including
that of Complainant and does not show any information about the
purpose of the business of the Respondent. The WIPO panel has
made clear in Paris Hilton v. Deepak Kumar, WIPO Case No.
D2010–1364, if the owner of the domain name is using it in order "...to
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unfairly capitalise upon or otherwise take advantage of a similarity with
another's mark then such use would not provide the registrant with a
right or legitimate interest in the domain name. The Respondent's
choice of the Domain Name here seems to be a clear attempt to
unfairly capitalise on or otherwise take advantage of the Complainant's
mark and resulting goodwill.

7.48.

The Respondent as regards to wesbite upon the disputed domain
<huntnews.in> is considered as an Intermediary in terms of
Information Technology Act, 2000, but does not carry any Privacy
Policy or any other legal pages in terms of Information Technology Act,
2000 and rules there under. The same has been upheld by Honorable
Supreme Court in the recent matter of Shreya Singhal V Union of
India. In specific, Para 113 of the said judgment reads:

“Under the 2011 Rules, by Rule 3 an intermediary has not only to
publish the rules and regulations, privacy policy and user agreement
for access or usage of the intermediary’s computer resource but he
has also to inform all users of the various matters set out in Rule 3(2).”

7.49.

The Rule 3(11) of the Intermediaries Guidelines also require an
Intermediary to appoint a grievance officer and provide contact details
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over the website for any user or victim to contact in case of any
violation under Rule 3 of the said Rules, which is comprehensive
enough to cover Trademark, Copyright or other Proprietary Rights as
well. But as the Complainant has rightly pointed out that the name of
the Respondent or any kind of contacts details or nature of services
provided by the Respondent are nowhere mentioned on the impugned
website. Though Respondent contends that the website contains a
Feedback form for the readers to contact but that does not satisfy the
requirements.

7.50.

In the matter of RMO, Inc. v Andy Burbidge Claim Number:
FA0103000096949,

the

National

Arbitration

Forum interpreted

Paragraph 
[subclause (ii) above] to require a showing that one has
been commonly known by the domain name prior to registration of the
domain name to prevail. But in the present matter, it is pointed out by
both parties that the mark as contained in the Respondent’s Domain
Name  HUNTNEWS is used only as part of the domain in the said
website. The Respondent admits that the use of the mark “huntnews”
is restricted to its use in the domain name itself... upon logging on to
the website, the viewer can only see the words “India News” as a
heading with dozens of news stories below various tabs of news
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categories. It clearly proves that the Respondent indirectly identifies
itself as ‘India News’ at the disputed domain and not HUNTNEWS.

7.51.

Further, there is no evidence on record or otherwise from the WHOIS
that words HUNTNEWS was ever used to identify the said domain or
the Respondent, therefore, it can be concluded the Respondent or his
company were never commonly known by the Disputed Domain name.
In the matter of Tercent Inc. v. Lee Yi, FA 139720 (Nat. Arb. Forum
February 10, 2003) it was held: “nothing in Respondent’s WHOIS
information implies that Respondent is ‘commonly known by’ the
disputed domain name” as one factor in determining that Policy
paragraph, does not apply to the Respondent either. Further, in any
case, the Complainant had never authorized or permitted the
Respondent to use the inverted version of its registered Trademark.

7.52.

Respondent has been using the inversion of the Complainant's mark,
blatantly copied news from Complainant’s website and included
reference to the Complainant’s websites. Therefore, cannot be said to
be making a bonafide or fair use of the domain name. Rather it has
indulged in misleading & diverting users to his own website and
thereby tarnishing the mark at issue and trying to capitalize on the
goodwill and reputation of the Complainant’s mark 
NewsHunt
. In Reed
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Elsevier Properties Inc. and Reed Elsevier Inc. v. Weekly Publishers
Claim Number: FA0303000151536, the Panel accepted that the
Respondent's domain name weeklypublishers.com is confusingly
similar to its mark PUBLISHERS WEEKLY because it merely
transposes the two words within the Complainant's mark. Inverting or
transposing words in a trademark is not sufficient to avoid confusing
similarity because the two words create the same commercial
impression and meaning. Further, it was found that by inverting the
words of the PUBLISHERS WEEKLY mark, the Respondent is creating
user confusion to attract potential clients to its website.

7.53.

Lastly, the Complainant had registered the Domain in 2009, while mark
was applied for registration with Trademark Registry in 2010. While the
Respondent chose to register the disputed domain name only in July
2015. Therefore, given the long and widespread reputation of the
Complainant’s trademarks, the compelling conclusion is that the
Respondent, by choosing to register and use a domain name which is
not only confusingly similar to the Complainant’s widely known and
distinctive trade mark but identical, intended to ride on the goodwill of
the Complainant’s trademark in an attempt to exploit, for commercial
gain, Internet traffic destined for the Complainant. Potential partners
and end users are led to believe that the website is either the
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Complainant’s site, especially made up for the bearings, or the site of
official authorized partners of the Complainant, while in fact it is neither
of these. [Viacom International Inc., and MTV Networks Europe v. Web
Master,

WIPO

Case No.

D20050321 –

mtvbase.com].

The

Complainant specifically submits that it had never authorized or
permitted the Respondent to use the inverted version of its registered
Trademark.

7.54.

In the circumstances, the Arbitrator concludes that the Complainant
has established the requirement of paragraph 4 (ii) of the INDRP
Policy, i.e. 
Respondent has no rights to or legitimate interests in the
disputed domain name.

C. Registration and Use of a Domain Name in the Bad Faith

7.55.

For the purposes of Paragraph 4(iii), the following circumstances, in
particular but without limitation, if found by the Arbitrator to be present,
shall be evidence of the registration and use of a domain name in bad
faith:

7.55.1.

(i) circumstances indicating that the Registrant has registered or
acquired the domain name primarily for the purpose of selling,
renting, or otherwise transferring the domain name registration
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to the Complainant, who bears the name or is the owner of the
trademark or service mark, or to a competitor of that
Complainant, for valuable consideration in excess of the
Registrant's documented outofpocket costs directly related to
the domain name; or
7.55.2.

(ii) the Registrant has registered the domain name in order to
prevent the owner of the trademark or service mark from
reflecting the mark in a corresponding domain name, provided
that the Registrant has engaged in a pattern of such conduct; or

7.55.3.

(iii) by using the domain name, the Registrant has intentionally
attempted to attract Internet users to the Registrant's website or
other online location, by creating a likelihood of confusion with
the Complainant's name or mark as to the source, sponsorship,
affiliation, or endorsement of the Registrant's website or location
or of a product or service on the Registrant's website or location.

7.56.

Undoubtedly, the Respondent is also operating in the same business
of news aggregation, it is highly unlikely that the respondent was
unaware of the wellknown mark 
NewsHunt as the disputed domain
name 
<huntnews.in> itself indicates that the Respondent was well
aware about the Complainant's mark and business.
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7.57.

For any startup online, it is quite normal, given the introduction of the
Respondent Company, to do some research before launching a new
product or service. The foremost being Google Search and searching
for keywords ‘news hunt’ or ‘hunt news’ on Google Search Engine,
does provide for result that of the Complainant on the first page itself.
Further, this is a duty cast upon the Registrant/Respondent in terms of
clause 3(b) of the INDRP Policy as well. Therefore, it can be presumed
that the Respondent had the knowledge of the existence of the
Complainant's news aggregation website and it’s mark at the time of
registration of the impugned domain name. It has been laid down in the
INDRP matter of 
ITC Limited v Travel India [INDRP Case No 065] that
registration of Domain Name which is identical to a trademark, with
actual knowledge of the trademark holder’s rights, is strong evidence
that the domain name was registered in bad faith. Also in the matter of
The Caravan Club v. Mrgsale, FA 95314 it was held that registration of
a wellknown trademark by a party with no connection to the owner of
the trademark and no authorization or legitimate purpose to utilize the
mark reveals bad faith.

7.58.

Furthermore, the Respondent being working with technology and
ecommerce companies across industries and has been lauded for
their term’s decades worth of experience in startups and global
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expertise in such matters, cannot be assumed to have no knowledge
of the Complainant’s mark. The registration of the disputed domain
<huntnews.in> name by the Respondent by inversion of the words
“Hunt” and “News” in the Domain Name and using it for similar
services of news aggregation, does indicate the opportunistic
behaviour and bad faith of the Respondent, given the facts already
under first two clauses hereinabove.

7.59.

The

Respondent's

adoption

of

the

disputed

domain

name

<huntnews.in> shows the malafide intent on its part to earn undue
advantage by capitalizing on the goodwill and reputation of the
Complainant's wellknown mark 
NewsHunt
. In the matter of Sharman
License Holdings, Limited v. IcedIt.com, WIPO Case No D20040713,
where it was held that, deliberately using a misspelling variation in the
Respondent domain name constitutes a further factor of the
Respondent's bad faith in registering and using the domain name at
issue and further demonstrates that the domain name of the
respondent was designed to attract the commercial gain, Internet users
to the sites at issue by creating likelihood of confusion with the
Complainant's mark as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation or
endorsement of the site of the products offered thereon.
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7.60.

Given the media recognition and popularity of the Complainant's App,
which has over 10 million (1 crore) downloads on Android Play Store.
The use of substantially similar or identical mark that too for similar
goods or services, by use of the disputed domain name, the
Respondent has intentionally attempted to attract Internet users to the
said website, by creating a likelihood of confusion with the
Complainant's Trademark as to the source, sponsorship, affiliation, or
endorsement of the said website and of the news services on the
Respondent's website. It has been held that “where a domain name is
found to have been registered with an intention to attract Internet users
by exploiting the fame of a wellknown trademark, it constitutes bad
faith registration”. [Lego Juris V Robert Martin, INDRP/125  lego.co.in]

7.61.

The Complainant relies upon the award of EthinicGrocer.com, Inc. v.
Latingrocer.com, FA 94384, where the panelist noted that Respondent
being a competitor of the Complainant, knew of the Complainant's
marks

and in addition, minor degree of variation from the

Complainant's marks suggests that the Respondent registered the
names primarily for the purpose of the respondent's competing
business. This is evidence of registration of the domain name is in bad
faith.
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7.62.

In the UDRP matter of Gigglesworld Corporation v. Mrs Jello [Case No.
D20071189] by using the disputed domain names for services that
target the same general audience as Complainant, Respondent has
entered this business arena as Complainant’s competitor. Complainant
has provided evidence of actual customer diversion. The fact that the
parties are in this sense competitors weighs in favor of imputing
knowledge or inferring that Respondent was in fact aware of
Complainant’s mark notwithstanding its denial of such knowledge. See,
e.g., HSBC Finance Corporation v. Clear Blue Sky Inc. and Domain
Manager, WIPO Case No. D20070062; Promatic International Limited
v. Name Administration Inc., WIPO Case No. D20060673. Further, in
TM Acquisition Corp. V. DVD Internet Marketing, Claim Number:
FA0206000114517,

where

the

panelists

held

that,

"Because

Respondent competes in the same industry as Complainant it can be
inferred that Respondent registered the domain name primarily for the
purpose of disrupting the business of Complainant, thus, exhibiting bad
faith registration".

7.63.

In the matter of mVisible Technologies, Inc. v. Navigation Catalyst
Systems, Inc. [Case No. D20071141], it was held that for
Respondent’s

claim that it was not specifically familiar with

Complainant’s trademark, even if the Panel would credit that assertion,
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that assertion is not enough to avoid a finding of bad faith registration.
Although there may be no obligation that a domain name registrant
conduct trademark or search engine searches to determine whether a
domain name may infringe trademark rights, a sophisticated domainer
who regularly registers domain names for use as PPC landing pages
cannot be willfully blind to whether a particular domain name may
violate trademark rights. In this context, a failure to conduct adequate
searching may give rise to an inference of knowledge.

7.64.

Respondent’s

contends

of

using

the

disputed

domain

nme

<huntnews.in> due to its descriptive nature and that it has been
investing more and more financial and human resources for the
maintenance and upkeep of the said domain name. Further, that the
Respondent's website operates as its owns news reporting agency and
provides its own stories, hence variance exists in the manner which the
parties operate their websites.

7.65.

The Respondent’s contentions fail given the facts submitted by the
Complainant and the observations of the Arbitrator. The Complainant
submits that during the last few months of 2015, the Complainant has
observed certain illegitimate activities in its mobile application that
indicated that the contents offered by the Complainant are copied by
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some third party entities. To track the illegal activity, the Complainant
had added a specific digital fingerprint to all contents published in its
website and application, in order to identify and monitor the parties
who are trying to illegally copy the contents published by the
Complainant, as a result the news copied from the Complainant’s
website on to the impugned website do carry the words 
Dailyhunt at
the bottom. The copies of over 100 such article have been annexed by
the Complainant with the rejoinder.

7.66.

The said Annexures provide the reference to the news sources at the
bottom only, as printed for evidence in the month of June 2016 only,
after the above references on top right as shown in 
Annexure I
(attached herewith the award) were already removed. Further, no such
bottom reference at the end of the news appear for any other News but
taken from 
Dailyhunt.in
, which proves the theory of Digital
Fingerprinting of the Complainant.

7.67.

The details as to references removed from the top right on the detailed
news page have already been provided above, in terms of the
observation of the Arbitrator, the screenshot of the same has been
annexed with the award. While currently, no such reference appears
on any detailed news page at the Disputed Domain Name
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<huntnews.in>
, as the Respondent has deliberately removed such
references before responding to the complainant and falsely tried to
show itself as making bonafide use of the Domain Name, in good faith.
But as per the UDRP matter before National Arbitration Forum (NAF)
of

MB

Financial

Bank, N.A. v. MBBANK  Claim Number:

FA0602000644517  “the proper record for review of this dispute
should be based on the website at the Domain Name as it existed on
the date the Complaint was filed, not on the post hoc website that the
Respondent created after the fact.” That is, website as it existed on the
date the Complaint was filed, that is, with reference sources needs to
be considered.

7.68.

More bad faith is further inferred by the fact that all the news sources
though not visible to the eyes of a normal Internet user, are available in
Google Search results 
[Annexure III (a) herewith] and furthermore
many of the pages do not have any proper news appearing but just the
source code on the pages 
[Annexure III (b) herewith]
, which contains
the following links with some hexadecimal code such as %3C, %20,
%22 and so on but the proper URLs are as follows:

● Linked to javascript at Complainant’s website: NewsHunt.com  <script
async src="
http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/igembeds.js
">
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● Linked to javascript at Complainants another website: NewsHunt.net.in
 <script async src="
http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js
">

7.69.

Complainant rightly points out in the Annexures of the screenshots
submitted from the Disputed Domain, that the news snippets copied
from the Complainant's application has been listed in the impugned
Website as "88% readers also read" at the bottom of every news page.
This is proved with the help of source code annexed as 
Annexure II
(b) 
with this award, which shows under heading  ‘More News’  the
first news titled ‘World Press Freedom Day: A tribute to freedom of
press and expression’  38% users also read. The source code of this
related news refers to Complainant’s website 
http://dhunt.in/18Ljr
,
which

on

visiting

redirects

to

exact

news

at

http://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/annnewsepaperannnews/w
orldpressfreedomdayatributetofreedomofpressandexpression
newsid52808705
, which proves the contentions of the Complainant
that not only the detailed news but also some of the related news links
is the content owned by the Complainant.

7.70.

The Complainant’s website nowhere provides any rights to any third
party either to use the Javascript from their website and also expressly
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prohibits copying of content without their consent in their Terms &
Conditions available on their website NewsHunt.com. And it is
undoubtedly an act of blatantly copying copyrighted contents from the
Complainant's application/website and making it available to the public
through the confusingly or deceptively similar website, which in itself is
indicative of the bad faith and the malafide intention of the
Respondent.

7.71.

In the circumstances, the Arbitrator concludes that the Complainant
has established the requirement of paragraph 4 (iii) of the Policy i.e.
both registration and use of the Domain Name in bad faith.

8.

Decision:

8.1.

Therefore, the Arbitrator concludes that the Complainant has
established all the three essential elements to maintain its complaint
being that the disputed domain name is identical or confusingly similar
to its Trademark 
NewsHunt
; the Respondent has no rights or
legitimate interests in respect of the disputed domain name; the
Disputed Domain Name was registered or is being used in bad faith.
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8.2.

Consequently the Arbitrator orders that in accordance with INDRP
policy that the disputed domain name 
<huntnews.in> be transferred to
the Complainant.

8.3.

Further, in the peculiar facts and circumstance of the case, the
Respondent is ordered to pay costs of Rs 1 Lakh to the Complainant.

_______________________________
Ankur Raheja, MCA FCS LLB
Sole Arbitrator, NIXI, India
Date: 29th June 2016
Place: New Delhi
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9.

Annexures
:
Annexure I (a)

Screenshots taken on 03 May 2016 from 
HuntNews.in

Annexure I (b)

Webpages dated 30 July 2015 from Archive.org

Annexure II (a)

Current version of (first screenshot) Page

Annexure II (b)

Source Code of above Page

Annexure III (a)

Google Search Results "site:HuntNews.in Dailyhunt"

Annexure III (b)

Google Search Results "site:HuntNews.in NewsHunt"
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Annexure I(a)

Annexure II(b)

6/26/2016

We did the Osama raid on our own because we didn't trusted Pakistan: Leon Panetta (Former CIA chief)

Annexure II(a)

We did the Osama raid on our own because we didn't
trusted Pakistan: Leon Panetta (Former CIA chief)
May 03, 2016, 17:00 IST

http://huntnews.in/p/detail/605292471644731?uc_param_str=dnfrpfbivesscpgimibtbmntnijblauputoggdnw&pos=1462277700859&channel=subject3h… 1/3
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We did the Osama raid on our own because we didn't trusted Pakistan: Leon Panetta (Former CIA chief)

The latest come from Washington is that the trustworthiness of Pakistan is questionable because
of their relationship with various terrorist networks.
"Pakistan was diﬃcult because they had a close relationship to various terrorist networks, and
you were never quite sure just exactly where their loyalties would lie," Panetta, the head of the
CIA operation that killed al Qaida leader bin Laden at his Abbottabad hideout in Pakistan, said.
"It was for that reason, very frankly, that when we were looking at the bin Laden operation, which
we would have preferred, frankly, to have worked with Pakistan. But there are so many questions
raised about whether or not we could trust them that the president decided that we should do it
alone," he told PBS news yesterday on the ﬁfth anniversary of the killing of the most dreaded
terrorist in the world on the outskirts of a Pakistan military garrison town.

Panetta, also the former US defence secretary, said it has been a challenging period to develop
the relationship with Pakistan.
"Obviously, Pakistan was helpful in being able to work with us in many areas. Certainly, in the
intelligence area, we worked together. On military eﬀorts, we worked together," Panetta, who
was the head of the CIA at the time of Bin Laden operation, said.
Even after ﬁve years of Laden's killing, terrorism still remains as a threat to human life.
Bin Laden
Dailyhunt
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More news
World Press Freedom Day: A tribute to freedom of press and expression
38% users also read
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81% users also read
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1,136
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Preparing For Exams? Dailyhunt to Your Rescue! - Headline
huntnews.in/p/detail/2266556178395738?uc_param_str...

Jun 7, 2016 - We proudly present Exam Preparation - a new product vertical within
Dailyhunt app that aims to assist you in preparing for different exams for ...

Dailyhunt Features in Condé Nast's Make in India Magazine - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/7f285d0cb755b5f7a23c70dcce631ebf?uc...

Dailyhunt Features in Condé Nast's Make in India Magazine. Feb 19, 2016, 17:41 IST
Inside Dailyhunt. Make in India is the theme that is resonating with every ...

SEE PICS: Bipasha Basu and Karan Singh Grover's big fat mehen…
huntnews.in/p/detail/1325129578274748?uc_param_str...

SEE PICS: Bipasha Basu and Karan Singh Grover's big fat mehendi ceremony. Apr 29,
2016, 20:20 IST dailyhunt.in. The wedding celebration has begun with ...

Agatha Christie comes to Dailyhunt in style! - Job
huntnews.in/p/.../5de295fee9458d3427e3fcade8537a0e?uc...

Jan 8, 2016 - I remember some of the best times I spent during my childhood. Stealing
cake from the kitchen or making a tent out of a bedsheet. But my ...

Did you upgrade from Newshunt to Dailyhunt Yet?

huntnews.in/p/detail/63c390d79de646de931abe70b55bf846?uc_param...
Nov 21, 2015 - Friends! Your favourite app Newshunt is now Dailyhunt ! You are
missing a lot if you do not have the latest app on your phone! Dailyhunt has ...

Now Read and Pay for Books Chapter by Chapter on Mobile Ph…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2484eeee6e20243f673bffbb6ca435ef?uc_param...

Nov 3, 2015 - NEW DELHI: Publisher Westland has tied up with Dailyhunt, a mobile
publishing platform to sell author Amish Tripathi's Shiva trilogy books, ...

India's own navigation satellite IRNSS-1G launched: All you nee…
huntnews.in/p/detail/3938133110079896?uc_param_str...

Apr 28, 2016, 13:35 IST dailyhunt.in. With the successful launch of IRNSS-1G from
Sriharikota space station in Andhra Pradesh today, India took a step further ...

7 Hot female anchors through the history of IPL - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/436529466011150?uc_param_str...

Apr 20, 2016, 20:11 IST dailyhunt.in. Over the years the Indian Premier League (IPL) has
evolved. Not just in context of the game but also in the way it has gone ...

Watch: Shah Rukh Khan and Mahira spotted shooting for Raee…
huntnews.in/p/.../d66b737b4d74f86436fe261cce8b6ccd?uc...

Feb 28, 2016 - ... 22%20richsrc=%22http://img.huntnews.in/o/ucp/1k/;0,40;0,ucp/g/news/
dailyhunt/optimal/2016/2/28/2b1441d94868d01869459141fb453e01 ...

Sunny Leone's Latest Calendar 2016 Shoot - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/2673635721244703?uc_param_str...

Sunny Leone's Latest Calendar 2016 Shoot. Apr 03, 2016, 11:44 IST dailyhunt.in. visit
Vishwagujarat.com. Dailyhunt. More. Prev Next. More news ...

IIIT Hyderabad to conduct summer programs for students
huntnews.in/p/detail/2378158578969670?uc_param_str...

Apr 15, 2016, 21:57 IST dailyhunt.in. IIIT Hyderabad announced summer programs for
schoolchildren to inculcate the process of computational thinking at an ...

How to insult like the Bard - Job

huntnews.in/p/detail/1033094272008250?uc_param_str...
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Apr 24, 2016, 00:20 IST dailyhunt.in. "Thou subtle, perjur'd, false, disloyal man!" The
Two Gentlemen of Verona. "Thou art like a toad; ugly and venomous."

Virat Kohli announces retirement from T20s - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/104898062239151?uc_param_str...

Virat Kohli announces retirement from T20s. Apr 01, 2016, 11:00 IST dailyhunt.in. Virat
Kohli has always been one for rude surprises on the cricketing field, and ...

LeEco launches smartphones without headphone jack and drive…
www.huntnews.in/p/.../2836656705296334?uc...

Translate this page

Apr 21, 2016, 14:09 IST dailyhunt.in. Beijing: LeEco has launched three new "
superphones" Le 2, Le 2 Pro and Le Max 2 in China. The devices will be available ...

Sushmita Sen enters the world of Instagram - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/4401887691921326?uc_param_str...

Apr 25, 2016, 20:29 IST dailyhunt.in. Former beauty queen and Bollywood actress
Sushmita Sen is the latest entrant into the world of Instagram. The actress has ...

UKHFWS ( Staff Nurse Post ) Recruitment 2016 - 17 Official ...
huntnews.in/p/detail/2559780738482341?uc_param_str...

UKHFWS ( Staff Nurse Post ) Recruitment 2016 - 17 Official Advertisement Last Date 31st March. Mar 15, 2016, 11:18 IST dailyhunt.in. UKHFWS Staff Nurse ...

MIM ex-Corporator, his wife murdered in Bhainsa - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/3788836199359873?uc_param_str...

May 10, 2016, 15:56 IST dailyhunt.in. Bhainsa: MIM Ex-Corporator Naimathullah khan
was hacked to death in Bhainsa, Adilabad district. His wife Waheeda ...

Foreign Photographer Kisses Aishwarya Rai In Public - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/3036263419768409?uc_param_str...

Apr 13, 2016, 16:01 IST dailyhunt.in. This is not something like a popular singer kissing
Rakhi Sawant, or Hollywood actor Richard Gere kissing Shilpa Shetty.

TAURUS - Spirituality

huntnews.in/p/detail/2162195551191142?uc_param_str...
TAURUS. Apr 21, 2016, 23:49 IST dailyhunt.in. Today the key is not to sit idle and act as
energetically as possible towards your dear dreams. You may employ ...

VIRGO (August 22 to September 21) - Headline
huntnews.in/p/detail/3560445391485041?uc_param_str...

May 01, 2016, 00:00 IST dailyhunt.in. Personal relationships are harmonious and
rewarding. Opportunities for friendship occur. Loneliness may be an issue and ...

7 Spiritual Principles, must know - Latest News & Headlines
huntnews.in/p/detail/815312881025575?uc_param_str...

7 Spiritual Principles, must know. Mar 31, 2016, 07:20 IST dailyhunt.in. Spiritual practice
is honest and sincere efforts done consistently on a daily basis to ...

LIBRA - Spirituality

huntnews.in/p/detail/4339017582478772?uc_param_str...
Apr 22, 2016, 23:34 IST dailyhunt.in. Your partner's actions may be of romantic nature.
Business activeness may prove useless or meaningless. This is an ok ...

24 Movie review:Celebrities response - Job

huntnews.in/p/detail/4092444043589009?uc_param_str...
May 06, 2016, 09:40 IST dailyhunt.in. Suriya's 24 in the direction of Manam fame
Vikram Kumar hit the theatres today and receiving a positive response from the ...

SCORPIO - Read

huntnews.in/p/detail/2651647761633624?uc_param_str...
May 05, 2016, 22:33 IST dailyhunt.in. May 5, 2016 is a bad day for new undertakings.
Your old habits, innate traits and the upbringing you received start ...

VIRGO - Read

huntnews.in/p/detail/2947527405937953?uc_param_str...
May 06, 2016, 18:36 IST dailyhunt.in. Virgo's innate practicality will coexist with lyrical
attitudes and urge to receive new information. This is a good moment for ...
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Air India नेनकाल 12वीं
पास उ मीदवार केलए ... - Job
huntnews.in/p/.../629629066945280?uc...

Translate this page

Apr 30, 2016 - यो यता: 12वीं
पास/ ड लोमा/ े
जए
क:
ुट. यादा जानकार केलए लं
http://www.airindia.in/careers.htm. Dailyhunt. More.

Holiday Special trains for summer, Holi: Check full list here - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/2541775463041341?uc_param_str...

Holiday Special trains for summer, Holi: Check full list here. Mar 16, 2016, 14:12 IST
dailyhunt.in. The summer rush is always there and here comes Holi.

VIRGO - Spirituality

huntnews.in/p/detail/2947527405937953?uc_param_str...
VIRGO. Apr 22, 2016, 23:34 IST dailyhunt.in. Today you may get interested in the tasks
that could be completed in one go. Accuracy, precision, exceptional ...

VIRGO - Headline

huntnews.in/p/detail/2947527405937953?uc_param_str...
May 02, 2016, 22:32 IST dailyhunt.in. The morning and afternoon may be safely
dedicated to solving your personal problems. These may be professional issues, ...

LIBRA - Spirituality

huntnews.in/p/detail/4339017582478772?uc_param_str...
Apr 21, 2016, 23:49 IST dailyhunt.in. Courteousness, friendliness and amicability will be
handy, but they should be used in right dosages only. Excessive ...

Breakthrough procedure brings Patient back to life minutes afte…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2879272732471122?uc_param_str...

Apr 19, 2016, 19:12 IST dailyhunt.in. Extracorporeal cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(ECPR) saves 38-year-old man from end stage heart failure at Fortis Malar ...

5 huge scandals that rocked the WWE - Job

huntnews.in/p/detail/1408526499182107?uc_param_str...
5 huge scandals that rocked the WWE. Mar 27, 2016, 17:20 IST dailyhunt.in. WWE has
never been a perfect place to work - numerous scandals have broken out ...

Docoss X1 smartphone costs Rs 888; is this the new Freedom 2…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2736257305693418?uc_param_str...

Apr 28, 2016, 10:48 IST dailyhunt.in. Docoss X1 is an Android phone priced at Rs 888.
Of course, if you've never heard of Docoss X1, neither have we. Don't be ...

CANCER (June 22 to July 23) - Job

huntnews.in/p/detail/1998230718956777?uc_param_str...
May 07, 2016, 01:00 IST dailyhunt.in. A sense of well-being persists. Cash overflow
indicated - a good time for investments . A good time to slow down, and ...

Hot Actress Srilekha Photos - Job

huntnews.in/p/detail/1044595747503302?uc_param_str...
Hot Actress Srilekha Photos. May 01, 2016, 10:28 IST dailyhunt.in. Hot Actress Srilekha
Photos. Hot Actress Srilekha Photos. Hot Actress Srilekha Photos. More.

Sardaar Gabbar Singh First Week Collections - Latest News & H…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2808210939239903?uc_param_str...

Apr 15, 2016, 12:15 IST dailyhunt.in. Powerstar Pawan Kalyan's Sardaar Gabbar Singh
has completed its first week run at the box office. The movie which had ...

This job offers Rs 9 lakh per month only to watch porn whole d…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2815316615146590?uc_param_str...

Apr 19, 2016, 15:07 IST dailyhunt.in. The bar said that the employee will be given a
laptop, porn movies and a private office space for the job. Job offerings like ...

SSC CGL 2016 Tentative Vacancies Out - Latest News & Headlin…
huntnews.in/p/detail/185342021583595?uc_param_str...

Apr 13, 2016, 13:17 IST dailyhunt.in. SSC has released a clarification notice regarding
tentative vacancies to be filled through the SSC CGL Exam 2016, which is ...
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CANCER

huntnews.in/p/detail/268241499601944?uc_param_str...
Apr 21, 2016, 14:40 IST dailyhunt.in. If in the morning a goal seems unattainable to
you, don't panic. Perhaps, it is only the result of someone's criticism.

Don't mess with Demi Lovato

huntnews.in/p/detail/2233370140434818?uc_param_str...
May 08, 2016, 18:56 IST dailyhunt.in. Washington : She is not at all a delicate darling,
proves Demi Lovato's recent Instagram post. The recent post shows the ...

50-yr-old Woman drowns 3-month-old grand-daughter out of…
huntnews.in/p/detail/1711842781131413?uc_param_str...

50-yr-old Woman drowns 3-month-old grand-daughter out of hate. May 06, 2016,
19:28 IST dailyhunt.in. Dailyhunt. More. Prev Next. More news ...

Super Hot: Radhika Apte unbottoned her shirt
huntnews.in/p/detail/330548193027328?uc_param_str...

May 06, 2016, 22:44 IST dailyhunt.in. The bold heroine Radhika Apte has been trending
now and then with her actions and photoshoots. Recently Radhika has ...

GEMINI - Read

huntnews.in/p/detail/2679494747967118?uc_param_str...
Apr 27, 2016, 01:35 IST dailyhunt.in. In the daytime hours the Twins may find
themselves in undetermined unclear situations; they may start feeling more ...

60 girls poisoned in Afghanistan - Headline

huntnews.in/p/detail/4360654679996442?uc_param_str...
May 04, 2016, 14:01 IST dailyhunt.in. Kabul, May 4 : Around 60 students of a girl's
school were mysteriously poisoned in Takhar province of Afghanistan on ...

GEMINI

huntnews.in/p/detail/2679494747967118?uc_param_str...
Apr 25, 2016, 14:51 IST dailyhunt.in. The Twins will have a chance to take effective steps
in the second half of the day. In the morning you should better take a ...

Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 20)

huntnews.in/p/detail/1976401883400311?uc_param_str...
Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 20). May 04, 2016, 00:35 IST dailyhunt.in. Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 20)
Those of you who are travelling today will need to be prepared for delays.

CANCER (June 22 to July 23) - Job

huntnews.in/p/detail/1998230718956777?uc_param_str...
May 05, 2016, 10:00 IST dailyhunt.in. People in authority make impossible demands on
you today. .Avoid conflict with family and female associates. Romance ...

Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 20) - Job

huntnews.in/p/detail/1976401883400311?uc_param_str...
May 06, 2016, 00:35 IST dailyhunt.in. Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 20) Successful completion of
a project will bring many offers your way. Those applying for higher ...

Double Garland Dhamaka - Headline

huntnews.in/p/detail/1057057398577008?uc_param_str...
May 02, 2016, 18:59 IST dailyhunt.in. Garland is the symbol for appreciating and
honoring someone and those who wear it look very graceful and nice. But here ...

Ravindra Jadeja and Reeva Solanki Pre-Wedding Photos, Video
huntnews.in/p/detail/3180109616275960?uc_param_str...

Ravindra Jadeja and Reeva Solanki Pre-Wedding Photos, Video. Apr 17, 2016, 23:19 IST
dailyhunt.in. So after all the preparations of months Indian all-rounder ...
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eBooks now on NewsHunt - Latest News & Headlines

huntnews.in/p/detail/f2a97023c8942c56df61d1273a9bcd45?uc...str...
Sep 8, 2015 - We excited to announce support for eBooks on NewsHunt, and proud
bring together for the first time a collection of never before digitized Indian ...

Did you upgrade from Newshunt to Dailyhunt Yet?

huntnews.in/p/detail/63c390d79de646de931abe70b55bf846?uc_param...
Nov 21, 2015 - Friends! Your favourite app Newshunt is now Dailyhunt ! You are
missing a lot if you do not have the latest app on your phone! Dailyhunt has ...

Made in India apps with more than a million downloads - Job
huntnews.in/p/.../ea7d7c555025f38ab4805f1d89faa099?uc...

Feb 9, 2016 - Download Newshunt has revamped itself as Dailyhunt. The app is a great
source for News, magazines and Ebooks. The.The best part is one ...

Intex Cloud Fame with Android 6.0 Marshmallow, 4G support ...
huntnews.in/p/detail/780425791682944?uc_param_str...

May 10, 2016 - The device also features some pre-loaded apps like Intex Service,
OPERA MINI, Clean Master, NewsHunt, newshunt, Freecharge, Saavn, hike ...

Taskin glorified, Dhoni loses head! Twitter preps for India-Bang…
huntnews.in/p/.../6d2c96251b9c694dcc4bbdc89559b802?uc...

Mar 5, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20% ...

Photo of the day: Deepika and Vin give a sneak-peek into their …
huntnews.in/p/.../3250d5c836d10a51cdd2a10e0f081353?uc...

Feb 19, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20% ...

Deepika Padukone, Vin Diesel start shooting for for xXx: The Re…
huntnews.in/p/detail/0eec889cbfe36ea54adcb4f343536da7?...

Feb 6, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20% ...

Intex Aqua Lions 3G With 3500mAh Battery Launched at Rs. 4,9…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2428946025901520?uc_param_str...

May 2, 2016 - The Intex Aqua Lions 3G comes with some pre-loaded apps as well such
as Intex Service, Follo, Opera Mini, Clean Master, NewsHunt, I-store, ...

Comedy Night's Kiku Sharda sent to 14 days judicial custody fo…
huntnews.in/p/.../89ef3da75e95b6c593317bb7e8b02c08?uc...

Jan 13, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp% ...

Karan Singh Grover-Jennifer Winget divorce: Decree leaked onli…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2a705cac7e4c89cc3f0f9bd1cf1f9537?...

Feb 24, 2016 %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/ig-embeds
.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp%3EEstranged% ...

Kabir Bedi marries longtime partner Parveen Dusanj on 70th bir…
huntnews.in/p/.../c90b6e806628e614230dda5b2c963df9?uc...

Jan 17, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp% ...

Here's what Preity Zinta has to say on her marriage rumours
huntnews.in/p/detail/2b6613b5f40f557c160eb37c7b3edb27?uc...str...
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Nov 27, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp% ...

Dale Steyn as 'The Joker' terrorises cricket fans - Job
huntnews.in/p/.../3056713f8b4f854dab222e333c9cd5dc?uc...

Mar 3, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/igembeds.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp%3E%20%3Cstrong% ...

Deepika Padukone to start shooting for Vin Diesel's XXX: The R…
huntnews.in/p/.../dd099e09a8eb3ca7a9f4b595b19484b0?uc...

Jan 8, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cdiv ...

SEE PIC: Here's what Salman Khan's 50th birthday cake looked l…
huntnews.in/p/detail/367318e5e36d43f0b0f18c09b2bd36cc?uc...str...

Dec 27, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/igembeds.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http:/ ...

Superstar Rajinikanth to be honoured with Padma Vibhushan A…
huntnews.in/p/.../34002f4d6fd3bb2719d777c4d8b97a30?uc...

Jan 25, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp% ...

Singer Adnan Sami gets citizenship, says no intolerance in India
huntnews.in/p/detail/4171b6e8ccfed1adc703f00fe08c90d8?...

Jan 1, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cdiv ...

Hahaha Salman Khan Posed For The Funniest Photo At His Craz…
huntnews.in/p/.../1542b168c15466b975ad5207980d9a9f?uc...

Dec 27, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/igembeds.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp%3E%20Vin%20Diesel ...

Intex Aqua Lions 3G smartphone launched at Rs. 4,990
huntnews.in/p/detail/4176844228585520?uc_param_str...

May 3, 2016 - The device also features other pre-loaded apps such as Intex Service,
Follo, OPERA MINI, Clean Master, NewsHunt, I-store, newshunt, ...

Rishi Kapoor goes unrecognised in the first look of 'Kapoor & S…
huntnews.in/p/.../9237927f8b78c7aa36daac5ad738256a?uc...

Feb 3, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp% ...

DEBUT: हॉल वु
ड फ म बे
वॉच म

यं
का बनगी ...

www.huntnews.in/.../45062e258dc1758496db1bd1a3d00033?...
Feb 17, 2016 %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/ig-embeds
.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%3Cscript%20async%20src=% ...

Sania Mirza gives West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee …
huntnews.in/p/detail/5395cf590cb6f2a15685991e60eb0098?uc...str...

Nov 26, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp% ...

Aamir Khan injures foot while shooting for 'Dangal' - Job
huntnews.in/p/.../a115118492dee2f24181332512a2b62c?uc...

Jan 14, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/igembeds.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp%3EBollywood's%20Mr% ...

Akshay Kumar, Nimrat Kaur wrap 'Airlift' with a romantic song '…
huntnews.in/p/detail/8b184a80bdbffdf2e429a50010ac630a?uc...str...

Dec 7, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%3Cimg% ...

Vin might be busy with Deepika Padukone, lekin Petrol ka bhav…
huntnews.in/p/detail/fc5d89bf8855dce72d9ce009bae75f9f?uc_param...

Dec 8, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/t-
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Sunny Deol returns with Ghayal Once Again, Bollywood Dubsm…
huntnews.in/p/.../140f2ae62720f68b5ead112f66790256?uc...

Feb 5, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp% ...

Watch: Shah Rukh Khan and Mahira spotted shooting for Raee…
huntnews.in/p/.../d66b737b4d74f86436fe261cce8b6ccd?uc...

Feb 28, 2016 %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/ig-embeds
.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp%3E%20%3Cstrong% ...

Intex Cloud Flash launched @ 9,999/- - Headline
huntnews.in/p/detail/3854241114404974?uc_param_str...

May 30, 2016 - The Cloud Flash also comes preloaded with apps such as SwiftKey,
Follo, Opera Mini, OLX, Clean Master, Newshunt, Chaatz, Skype, and ...

Anushka Shetty's 'Size Zero' opens to positive response
huntnews.in/p/detail/8c6fe12146c8f2942783c8858e4e5e07?uc...str...

Nov 27, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cimg ...

Union Budget: What's In It For Startups - Job

huntnews.in/p/.../4a49d106e0f4abdc6d002dee7899fe5e?uc...
Feb 29, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://acdn.newshunt.com/fetchdata/twidgets.js%22%20charset=%22utf-8%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20% ...

Hollywood Debut With Vin Diesel: Deepika Needs To Look Tou…
huntnews.in/p/.../9b282be65be3e09d8e3c76f2e4dc9d1e?uc...

Jan 26, 2016 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/igembeds.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp%3E%20Deepika%20is% ...

Intex Aqua Joy Budget Android Smartphone Launched at Rs. 2,…
huntnews.in/p/detail/860848879139782?uc_param_str...

May 5, 2016 - ... one SIM card slot only. The Intex Aqua Joy comes preloaded with apps
such as Matrabhasha, 360 security, Newshunt, Hike, and Opera Mini.

Intex Cloud Breeze launched with 5-inch display, 8GB storage, 5…
huntnews.in/p/.../aa62b8b9f705c0ed8995a0a0f7860101?uc...

Mar 4, 2016 - ... with a variety of applications such as FOTA, Intex Service, Follo, Opera
Mini, Clean Master, NewsHunt, Amazon, Chaatz, and many more.

Intex Aqua Craze and Aqua Lite unveiled @ 6,190/- and Rs 3,19…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2919154036831509?uc_param_str...

May 31, 2016 - It also features other pre-loaded services such as FOTA, Intex Service,
Follo, Opera Mini, Clean Master, Newshunt, Myntra and Chaatz.

Kochi startup village chairman Sanjay Vijayakumar appointed a…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2434173016797549?uc_param_str...

May 26, 2016 - ... chairman, Manipal Global Education, Bengaluru; and Viru Gupta,
founder and CEO, News Hunt. "The decision of the Rajasthan government ...

Intex Aqua Shine 4G With VoLTE Support Launched at Rs. 7,699
huntnews.in/p/detail/1005169177342588?uc_param_str...

Jun 2, 2016 - It comes preloaded with some apps such as Matrabhasha, Clean Master,
Freecharge, Newshunt, Skype, Opera Max, Opera mini, and Saavn.

Intex Aqua Y4 Launched @ 4,190 - Headline

huntnews.in/p/detail/1383665088275875?uc_param_str...
May 30, 2016 - Apps like ASK ME, Quikr, Newshunt, Clean Master, Myntra, Start, Intex
service, Opera Mini and more comes pre-installed. The Intex Aqua Y4 is ...

Intex Aqua Classic With 5-Inch Display Launched at Rs. 4,444 - …
huntnews.in/p/detail/2967107294310469?uc_param_str...

2 days ago - The Intex Aqua Classic comes preloaded with apps such as Matrabhasha,
360 security, OLX, Goibibo, Freecharge, Newshunt, Follo, Hike, ...
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Intex Aqua Lions 3G with 5" HD Display & 3500mAh Battery La…
huntnews.in/p/detail/3566662829626203?uc_param_str...

May 3, 2016 - The device comes with many pre-loaded apps like Intex Service, Follo,
OPERA MINI, Clean Master, NewsHunt, I-store, Saavn, hike messenger, ...

Intex Cloud Fame With 4G Support, Android 6.0 Marshmallow ...
huntnews.in/p/detail/251251578995738?uc_param_str...

May 9, 2016 - Other preloaded apps include Follo, Opera Mini, Clean Master,
NewsHunt, Freecharge, Hike Messenger, and Saavn. Speaking on the launch, ...

Sanjay Vijayakumar appointed as an advisor to the Rajasthan ...
huntnews.in/p/detail/4424347774032202?uc_param_str...

May 26, 2016 - ... Sharad Sharma, founder of iSPIRIT, T V Mohandas Pai, Chairman,
Manipal Global Education and Viru Gupta, Founder and CEO, News Hunt.

Intex launches Cloud String HD with finger print sensor
huntnews.in/p/detail/2866498504364635?uc_param_str...

May 24, 2016 - The device also features other pre-loaded apps such as Intex Service,
Flipkart,Follo, OPERA MINI, Clean Master, NewsHunt, I-store, ...

Intex Aqua 3G Pro Q Entry-Level Android Smartphone Launche…
huntnews.in/p/detail/2156477249117175?uc_param_str...

2 hours ago - The Intex Aqua 3G Pro Q comes preloaded with apps such as
Matrabhasha, 360 security, Newshunt, Hike, and Opera Mini. It measures ...

Verse Hiring Freshers As Associate Software Engineer @ Bangal…
huntnews.in/p/detail/3017290258602142?uc_param_str...

Apr 22, 2016 - Company Name, Verse' Innovation Pvt. Ltd (Newshunt). Company
Website, www.verse.in. Experience, 0-1 Years. Salary, Not Mentioned.

5 Best Prince Narula Quotes On Bigg Boss 9 Because ... - Job
huntnews.in/p/detail/001538c7dbc6a0b8351a3b5e8333140c?uc...str...

Nov 24, 2015 - %3Cscript%20async%20src=%22http://newshunt.net.in/fetchdata/igembeds.js%22%3E%3C/script%3E%20%3Cp%3E%20Prince%20Narula ...

Intex Aqua 4.5 Pro with 4.5-inch display, quad-core CPU and 8G…
huntnews.in/p/detail/358129516303167?uc_param_str...

Apr 22, 2016 - The entry-level phone runs Android 5.1 Lollipop, and comes pre-loaded
with several apps like Matrabhasha, Saavn, Newshunt, Follo, Hike, ...

Intex Aqua Twist with 5MP rotating camera launched for Rs 5,1…
huntnews.in/p/.../80f32ede1e5d8809633b508dd9168b56?uc...

Mar 7, 2016 - ... Android 5.1 Lollipop, and comes pre-loaded with apps like
Matrabhasha, OLX, Amazon, Goibibo, Freecharge, Newshunt, Follo, Opera Mini, ...

Intex Aqua Twist with 5MP Twist Camera Launhed at Rs. 4,999, …
huntnews.in/p/detail/3a5d2f9cc9ceced62a8aca3cd0eae4ae?...

Mar 8, 2016 - It comes pre-loaded with many bloatware apps like Matrabhasha, FOTA,
Follo, Newshunt, 360 security and many more. The dimensions of the ...

Intex Aqua Twist launched - Latest News & Headlines
huntnews.in/p/detail/c39c471e66a3e78c0afa7d28f293cc4e?...

Mar 8, 2016 - Some of the preloaded apps include Matrabhasha, OLX, Amazon,
Goibibo, Freecharge, Newshunt, Follo, Opera Mini, Saavn, and Hike ...

Intex Cloud Breeze with 5" Display & 2300mAh Battery Launche…
huntnews.in/p/detail/3fd56ef0ca363e3ae0edecc9d24d3c02?...

Mar 3, 2016 - The smartphone supports 21 regional languages and features preloaded apps like Follo, Opera Mini, Clean Master, News Hunt, Amazon and ...
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